
Wild Sign (Alpha and Omega Book 6)

Author: Patricia Briggs

Mated werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham must discover what could make an entire community disappear--before it's too late--in this

thrilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Alpha and Omega series.

In the wilds of the Northern California mountains, all the inhabitants of a small town have gone missing. It's as if the people picked up and left their possessions

behind. With a mystery on their hands and no jurisdiction on private property, the FBI dumps the whole problem in the lap of the land owner, Aspen Creek,

Inc.--aka the business organization of the Marrok's pack.

Somehow, the pack of the Wolf Who Rules is connected to a group of vanished people. Werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham are tasked with

investigating, and soon find that a deserted town is the least of the challenges they face.

Death sings in the forest, and when it calls, Charles and Anna must answer. Something has awakened in the heart of the California mountains, something old and

dangerous--and it has met werewolves before.

Lightning Game (A GhostWalker Novel Book 17)

Author: Christine Feehan

Danger and passion fuse in this electrifying GhostWalker novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

GhostWalker Rubin Campo’s rough upbringing made him into the man he is today: strong, steadfast and wary of outsiders. When he and his brother return to

their family’s homestead in the Appalachian Mountains, he can immediately sense that a stranger has taken up residence in their cabin—a woman who just

happens to be a GhostWalker too.

Jonquille looks deceptively delicate but is clearly a fighter. She also doesn’t seem to care that Rubin could kill her where she stands. She sought him out, wanting

to connect on their shared interest in electrical charges. As one of the first failed GhostWalker experiments, Jonquille can produce lightning with her body—but

she can’t control it.

Their connection is magnetic, their abilities in sync. Rubin knows she’s his match, the answer to a lifetime of pain and intense loneliness. But Jonquille came to

him with hidden intentions, ones that threaten to destroy their bond before it can truly begin.…

Alien Mercenary's Prize (Lathar Mercenaries: Warborne Book 3)

Author: Mina Carter

Natalia Heath is a survivor. She’ll survive an alien fight pit. No problem.

On the run from her crime lord father most of her life, Nat knows how to survive in the worst places in the universe. Being kidnapped by aliens and thrown into a

gladiatorial arena to fight for her life is just another turn of bad luck in a lifetime of them. She just needs to figure out a plan to escape.

What she doesn’t plan on though is the sexy alien who says he’s here to rescue her... or the sparks that fly between them.

Beauty’s secret could get him killed... not revealing it will mean her death.

Former pit champion and now a member of the famous mercenary unit, the Warborne, Beauty has two goals in life; keep his head down and die of old age in his

own bed. Unfortunately he picked the wrong profession for that. When a team member’s sister is captured, he must head back to the gladiatorial fight pits and

reclaim his place as champion to save her.

Unfortunately for him, she turns out to be a spiky, snippy little human female with plans to save herself. Worse, her scent is the most tantalizing he’s ever

encountered... She’s beautiful, alluring, and HIS. His mate.

But the rules have changed. The pits are no longer a place where skill in combat can elevate a fighter to freedom. It’s a place of despair and hopelessness with

no way out.

To save them all, he must deal with the devils of his past and fight a new champion, one shrouded in secrecy who kills all who dare to step onto the

sands in challenge...

Bachelor Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 1)

Author: Grace Goodwin



Warlord Wulf thought nothing could be worse than being tortured and contaminated by the Hive. That was before he’s ordered to transport to Earth and represent

The Colony in an unfamiliar horror… a human reality show. The Bachelor Beast is the hottest new program on Earth, but being set up with two dozen clingy

females is not his idea of a good time. When his Beast refuses to show the slightest interest in any of the show’s potential mates, he knows he must choose one

or die due to his raging mating fever.

His Beast prefers execution to claiming anyone but his true mate. Wulf is resigned to his fate, a one-way trip to Atlan, a prison cell and execution. It is the only

honorable thing left to do.

Until one glance, one sweet, feminine scent lingering in the air and his beast rages for a female who is not supposed to be his.

But try telling that to his Beast when his entire body transforms on live television and one simple word thunders from his lips...MINE.

Stolen Destiny (Shattered Stars Book 8)

Author: Viola Grace

Kidnapped from the education station, Sil is set loose on a huge warship, only to find herself bound in a contract no one expected.

Silhouette watches the alien abductors trying to unload the entire shipment of stolen Terrans. She wished that she could sleep standing up, but it wasn’t a skill

she had acquired.

When a medical team comes in, a grey alien comes by and tests the humans. When he gets to her and she goes off, there is relief in his expression. She is taken

to medical, brought to stability, and they run some tests while stowing her in a cell for her own protection. The problem is there is a Hmrain in the next cell, and

while his wings are gorgeous and look so soft, his eyes are so hot he could burn her.

Kalek is just finishing rut when this receptive human is dropped in next to him, but she needs calm, and he tries to give it, right up until the moment when his

second in command makes an offhand remark about her prognosis and tries to remove her from his presence. Instinct takes over, and he breaks out of his cell.

Being chased by the captain of the ship is strange enough, but having him next to her when she wakes up from a painful medical procedure is shocking. He

wants her body, mind, and soul, and maintaining her is part of the deal. He will hold up his end if she signs the contract to bind them together.

Fire In Her Dreams: A Fireblood Dragon Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

Jenny’s dreams have turned to nightmares.

Every night, her thoughts are filled with evil. Something is reaching out…and she’s not so sure she wants to reach back. That is, until someone new appears in

her dreams. Someone who protects her, comforts her, and thinks of Jenny as his mate. Imaginary friends aren’t real, but Jenny likes to pretend, anyhow.

Then, one day, one of the mindless dragons guarding the fort awakens…and Jenny realizes that the friend from her dreams isn’t a figment of her imagination.

He’s a dragon.

And he’s looking to claim his female.

Dark Haven Found (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 49)

Author: I. T. Lucas

Anastasia is growing suspicious, and Leon is running out of excuses.

Risking death for a chance at immortality should’ve been her choice to make. Will she ever forgive him for taking it away from her?

Healing Her Patient: Kindred Tales #33

Author: Evangeline Anderson

A woman who struggles with infertility has given up on finding love

A warrior who thinks he will never be able to bond a bride



Thrown together on a mission where they must pretend to be Joined Mates

Will their lie become a reality?

Dr. Danielle Adams isn't looking for love. Health issues have rendered her unable to have kids and she has given up on finding a relationship. Instead, she's

focusing her energy on her career as a Medical Anthropologist. She's excited for her next assignment--going to study a new group of humanoids with their own

special brand of medicine. But when she receives an ancient love artifact that supposedly grants wishes about love, passion, and fertility, she can't help making a

few wishes of her own. Not that they'll ever come true...

Commander Bravik is a Hybrid Kindred--half Blood, half Beast and all business. He's also the Diplomat in charge of the first cultural visit to Soluu Four, home of

the H'raken people. Rumors that they have incredible healing techniques that don't rely on medical technology have piqued the High Council's interest, so they

are sending Bravik and a human woman he barely knows--Dr. Danielle Adams--to investigate.

Everything is going well until they arrive on Soluu Four and find out they are expected to bring a mate. In order to avoid offending their hosts and ruining the

mission, Danni pretends to be Bravick's bride. But to her surprise, the healing techniques she has come to study turn out to be sexual in nature. When her

"husband," Bravik, is injured on the strange little planet, she is called upon to put her new skills to the test. Things are getting hot and heavy--can it be that

Danni's wishes will come true after all?

You'll have to read Healing her Patient to find out.

Wrapped in Fire (Shattered Stars Book 7)

Author: Viola Grace

Removed from her bond post, she wasn’t expecting to be moved from a retired overseer to the possession of the new generation.

Recovering from an attack by a cranky client, Dorra is surprised to be pulled out of her cell and hauled off the floating station and down to the surface to visit a

dying client.

She arrives at the home of a client she hasn’t seen for months—the general. He smiles and invites her to stay and play strategy games with him. He has paid her

bond off on the station, and she now has a new place to live. There is just one problem. The residence isn’t his anymore. His grandson has taken on the position

of overseer, and it is Hreon’s opinion that matters.

Dorra is used to bantering and flirting with the general, but she knows instinctively that Hreon is not going to flirt and let things go. Her own body pulls the trigger.

She’s receptive, he’s in rut, and very little is going to get in his way. He can’t get enough of her, and she gives him everything she has.

Beauty and the Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 3)

Author: Grace Goodwin

No one denies the beast.

I am a Warlord. A beast.

An assassin for the Intelligence Core.

Even so, I've been sent to Earth for a simple mission: Find a mate.

I hold no hope. Who would want me? I'm scarred... inside and out.

But one look at the human beauty and there is no question, she’s mine.

When she is taken from me, I will use all my training to save her from my enemies.

Nothing on Earth—or any planet in the universe—will keep me from her.

She. Is. Mine.

Her Cyborg Champion (The Drift: Haven Colony Book 2)

Author: Susan Hayes



She risked everything to escape from Earth - but her new life came with a cost.

Haven colony is Maggie’s new home and her one chance at freedom. Clean water, free air... As far as she’s concerned, it’s paradise. But getting here meant

leaving her best friend behind.

It doesn’t take long for her to learn Haven is surrounded by hidden dangers—and the most dangerous of all is a sexy, scarred cyborg named Striker.

Humans took everything from him. His family, his friends, even his voice. Why would he trust one of them with anything?

Striker just wants to live quietly. The wild places beyond the colony are his sanctuary, a place he can go to forget about his past and the ones he failed to protect.

He intended to stay clear of the human colonists. Then, one of them started entering his woods. Maggie isn’t like the others. She’s determined, beautiful, and

unaware of the dangers prowling the forest.

He never wanted to be responsible for anyone again, but the flame-haired beauty needs him more than she knows… and he might need her more than he thinks.

Maid for the Beast (Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts Book 2)

Author: Grace Goodwin

An Atlan Warlord in Mating Fever with two choices: Be the latest bachelor beast on an Earth reality television show to find his perfect mate or face certain

death in an Atlan prison. Braun's not sure which is worse... until a female enters his hotel suite with towels and cleaning supplies.

She isn't part of the television show.

She isn't available.

She isn't interested in mating with an alien.

She isn't his.

Try telling that to his beast, because one look at the maid and Braun knows he will do anything... anything, to claim her.

Going Cold (Terran Reset Book 5)

Author: Viola Grace

Once the details of her life are sorted out and all impediments removed, Hesker takes on a new name for a new life in a new position. She heads to the stars, is

reset, and all traces of her previous life are removed from her body.

No one wants to carry a lifetime of mistreatment and murder with them, after all.

Once she gets to the Imperium, she is ready to start afresh, and being the envoy to the imperial heirs is not a task for the faint-hearted.

She is tasked with bringing boxes containing gifts to nearly a hundred worlds, and she is guarded with her own set of guardians.

One of her guards is tasked with guardianship of her person, and he immediately gives her authorization to touch him for instructional purposes. What woman

could refuse an invitation like that?

Noxx: Alien Adoption Agency #1

Author: Tasha Black

The Alien Adoption Agency is going to make all of Luna’s dreams come true.

 

At least, that’s what Luna believes when she boards a rickety space craft headed for a frontier moon to meet the child she will raise in exchange for 100 acres of 

land and a modest stipend. But she doesn’t count on the dangerous animals, the short but lonely nights, or the big blue warrior who informs her he is on 

permanent security duty for the baby. 

 

Noxx is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta, dedicated to use his strength, strategy and endurance to protect his homeland. When his commander assigns him



guard duty for a baby, he resents the interruption of his career. It’s bad enough that he’s starting to bond with the little whelp, but the instant he sees the child’s

adoptive mother, he knows she is his fated mate. Noxx will have to deny his desperate craving for the dark-haired beauty if he wants to hold on to his chance at

redemption. 

 

When a last-minute trek through the forest of Clotho gets them entangled in a dangerous battle, Luna will have to learn to trust the hunky blue warrior. But can the

dragon let go of his duty long enough to let himself love someone, and be loved in return? 

 

If you like strong women, sexy aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer! 

 

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all: 

-Noxx 

-Kade 

-Tyro 

 

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series: 

 

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides 

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides 

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides 

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides 

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides 

Marked (Tribes Book 1)

Author: Milana Jacks

This alien female crash-landed then marked my territory. I have a lot to say about that. Namely, welcome to the tribe, human.

My exciting vacation gets a little too exciting when my ship blows up, and my escape pod lands on an alien planet filled with a predator species. They’re barely

civilized, not a translator chip in sight, and there’s no mistaking the way they drool when they stalk me.

I gravitate toward the one that seems to want to keep me safe. Impossibly huge, black hair, pale eyes.

But tribal law decrees I’m the prize in a series of deadly games. To claim me, he must win. If he loses, I’m toast.

*** From the author of the Horde and the Beasts, comes a new exciting series with an authentic Alpha alien male voice, humor, and heart.

They're primal.

They're Vikings in space.

They can shift and will hook you for life.

Welcome to the tribe!

Close Up

Author: Amanda Quick

Welcome to Burning Cove, California where 1930s Hollywood glamour conceals a ruthless killer…

Vivian Brazier never thought life as an art photographer would include nightly wake-up calls to snap photos of grisly crime scenes or headshots for aspiring male

actors. Although she is set on a career of transforming photography into a new art form, she knows her current work is what’s paying the bills.

After shooting crime scene photos of a famous actress, the latest victim of the murderer the press has dubbed the “Dagger Killer,” Vivian notices eerie similarities

to the crime scenes of previous victims—details that only another photographer would have noticed—details that put Vivian at the top of the killer’s target list.

Nick Sundridge has always been able to “see” things that others don’t, coping with disturbing dreams and visions. His talent, or as he puts it—his curse—along

with his dark past makes him a recluse, but a brilliant investigator. As the only one with the ability to help, Nick is sent to protect Vivian. Together, they discover

the Dagger Killer has ties to the glitz and glamour of Hollywood royalty and high society. It is a cutthroat world of allure and deception that Vivian and Nick must

traverse—all in order to uncover the killer who will stop at nothing to add them to their gallery of murders.

Command Control (Terran Reset Book 4)



Author: Viola Grace

Maya worked hard jobs all her life, and a devastating explosion at sea turned her from a hard worker into a crispy critter. Bedridden and blind, she accepts the

order from the Volunteer Project and gets herself reset into a body that can move and skin that isn’t black.

She did not think of anything aside from getting her body back under her control, so when she ends up at her assignment as a guardian communicator and

tactician for three worlds, she does the job with good cheer until she got the first day off.

Having locals trying to seduce her was strange, but knowing that she had been reset with the genes to be one of their queens, she just tried to ignore it. An act of

kindness puts her in the path of a guardian who coincidentally also has a day off, and her day in the sun warms up considerably from there.

The next day she meets his teammate, and the next teammate the day after that. The new genes come with new morals and less control.

Stolen (Tribes Book 2)

Author: Milana Jacks

No male in the tribal lands would stoop so low as to steal a prize instead of winning her fair and square.

Nar

There’s a reason I’m standing knee-deep in mud, my body pelted with rain that annoys me to the bone. I'm hating on the rival tribe, and I’m entering their games

only to eliminate their Earl. I'm not here for the prize.

The moment I spot the female—who’s shivering, miserable, but still managing to spit at her captors—I forget I'm not competing for her. My heart thumps in my

ears, and the hunter steers.

I wanna win her.

Michelle

Once upon a recent time, I traveled on a ship bound for a sun-and-sea vacation planet. Until it crashed, and the natives captured and threw me in a hole—then

dragged me in front of a couple hundred warriors who’re here competing for breeding rights.

I hate them all. Except for the one who seems not quite like the others. Oh, he’s pretty much like them, but some instinct within me tells me if I stop throwing my

inner pity party and do as I’m told, I just might survive…

Nar

Ask me how I feel about stealing the prize now.

Inside the pages: world building, tribal legends, action, plot, revisit of couple from book 1, strong tribal friendship bonds, sassy smart heroine, and humor all tightly

packed into pages to deliver sci-fi and fantasy romance with an authentic alien Alpha voice. Flirt with the edge wrapped in cozy comfort of warm furs and firelight

today.

Rough (Alpha Brotherhood Book 3)

Author: Sara Fields

I came here as a spy. I ended up as the king's property.

I was captured and locked in a dungeon, but it was only when I saw Magnar that I felt real fear.

He is a warrior and a king, but that is not why my virgin body quivers as I stand bare before him.

He is not merely an alpha. He is my alpha.

The one who will punish and master me.

The one who will claim and ravage me.

The one who will break me, but only after he's made me beg for it.

Publisher's Note: Rough is a stand-alone novel which is the third entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and

humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Dark Hysteria (Cyborg Shifters Book 8)



Author: Naomi Lucas

Alexa has one purpose in life and it’s to take down the war machines called Cyborgs. Specifically, the one known as Hysterian, also known as the Tormentor, the

Twitch, the Jumper. The Cyborg killed her father and she’s determined to see the same thing happen to him.

First, she needs to get close to Hysterian.

Second, she needs to get him to trust her.

But the closer she gets, the stranger and more fascinating he becomes. She finds him watching her every move. He’s in every shadowy corner. He’s in her

dreams. He’s even stoking a desire in her that she’s long kept buried. There’s no turning back while stranded on a ship in the middle of outer space.

There’s nowhere to run.

There’s nowhere to hide.

He’s her father’s killer.

Whatever happens now, however the Cyborg makes her feel, she’s determined that only one of them will make it off the ship alive...

---

Author Warning: Beware

Ruthless King: A Dark Mafia Omegaverse Fated-Mates Romance (Ruthless Warlords Book 1)

Author: Alison Aimes

He's the most brutal crime boss in the galaxy—and she belongs to him now.

Payment for a debt owed. Pawn for an act of vengeance. Property to be used.

Irresistibly gorgeous mafia king Nikolai Skolov is dominant, hard, possessive—and determined to bend innocent Dahlia Lundin to his will. But she is equally

determined to resist. The lives of those she loves depends upon it.

Except Dahlia isn't prepared for the insatiable hunger the warlord's discipline awakens. Or her soul's recognition that her new master is also her fated-mate.

As dangers mount and betrayals loom, all Dahlia knows is turned on its head. Allegiances are tested. Secrets exposed. Until Dahlia is not sure if her ruthless

enemy is the monster who will destroy her or the only one left who can save her...

Ruthless King: A Dark Mafia Omegaverse Fated-Mates Romance is a scorching HOT standalone novel that includes:

A ruthless alien mafia boss

An innocent heroine growing into her power

Warring families

A forced marriage

A fated bond

A long-suffering hero waiting years to claim his female

Plenty of hot omegaverse action

Betrayal, murder, and revenge

Serious plot twists

And an epic romance that proves love will always triumph over hate.

Draekon Guardian: A SciFi Dragon Shifter Romance (Rebel Force Book 5)

Author: Lili Zander

The big, bad, alien hero rescued me from the evil Zorahn.

 

He sees to my every need. 

He sends me thoughtful presents. 

If someone threatens me, Yafet destroys them. He’s ruthless in his desire to keep me safe. 

 

And despite all of that, I can’t get him to take the next step. 

Kisses? Yes. 

Heavy petting? Again, yes. 

Anything more? Nope. He won’t go further even though he obviously wants to. 

 

I'm not the type to sneak into his quarters and drape myself over his bed like a picnic to be devoured… but maybe I should? 

 

***



 

I had spent an eternity alone. I was a Draekon, a creature to be feared, but never to be loved. I was used to it.

Then I met Liz, and my world rearranged with her in the center.

The universe is a dark place, and Liz is my light. My anchor to hope. My one chance at happiness.

But my psychopath brother is trying to wipe out the Draekon race. He has a master plan...and it involves Liz. To stop him, I must stay away from her.

I’m the Draekon Guardian.

To protect the galaxy, I cannot claim my mate.

Zane: Alien Adoption Agency #4

Author: Tasha Black

She hungers for justice, but he hungers only for her.

Sarah Flynn is committed to avenging her father’s death at any cost. Even if that means adopting a baby and traveling to a remote frontier moon. She’s built a

wall around her heart so she can do what needs to be done. But when she meets her new son and the handsome dragon warrior assigned to protect him, she

can feel her defenses beginning to crumble.

Zane is a proud dragon warrior of the Invicta. His new duty protecting an Imberian baby has taken him out of the trenches, but the scars of war remain in his

heart. Until he glimpses the child’s new adoptive mother. Sarah is fierce and focused on her new child and a plot to catch a fugitive murderer. But when Zane

looks at her, all he sees is his fated mate – the woman who can heal his soul and open his eyes to all that is good.

When Sarah’s hunt for the killer pushes Zane past his limits, he’s forced to confront the violence of his past. Zane would do anything to protect Sarah and little

Bowen. But she’ll have to find the line between justice in revenge on her own, if she doesn’t want throw away their chance at a happily ever after.

Join the Alien Adoption Agency for an amazing adventure on the brand-new moon of Lachesis!

If you like strong women, hunky aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

Set on the moon of Clotho:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

Set on the moon of Lachesis:

- Zane

- Rexx

- Odin

Devil in the Hold: A Scifi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of Breeder Prison Book 3)

Author: Tammy Walsh

He’s pushed every Prize beyond her limit. And today he chose me. 

 

I’m not new to this game. I was abducted and made to work as a Prize for the past year. Dozens of alien fighters have claimed me. None scare me. 

 

None… other than the prisoner known as the “Devil.” 

 

When a riot kicks off and the prison is hurled into chaos, no one knows what they’re doing… or how high the stakes are. 

 

No one except the Devil. 

 

He has a plan to escape and takes me with him. 

 

With the prison guards hot on our tail and closing fast, will the Devil trade me for a shuttlecraft and freedom? Or will he accept the burning passion growing 

between us and our destiny as fated mates? 

 

Devil in the Hold is a full-length, standalone alien sci-fi romance. It features a possessive, alpha alien in intense, steamy scenes with his human mate. There are



no cliffhangers or cheating, and a happily ever after is guaranteed!

Ancient Thought (Terran Reset Book 3)

Author: Viola Grace

Elizabeth has spent her life exploring the world, visiting strangers, and learning all the customs she could. When the first Volunteer Project began, she had been

in her fifties and out of the running. Now, at eighty-two, they offer to tune her up and send her to the stars. What world traveller could resist?

She becomes taller, stronger, but her sense of humour remains the same. Her assignment is to collect memories from alien ancients who have been gathered on

one world as a disconnected think tank. She needs to get them together, one at a time.

She begins her journey there as a novice monk and works her way up to master. She deals with the indifferent man who greeted her and prepares to be charming

with the other ancients until one goes too far, and she shows him what she is made of. Her mind is not his playground, and she has a strong right hook.

Recruiting Measures (Terran Reset Book 2)

Author: Viola Grace

Kyna was shocked when she got an invitation to the Reset Project. She was even more shocked when she found out that her nephew had found her application

from decades earlier and forward it to the Volunteer Project.

She had been mature then, she was older now, but her body was still her prison. Wracked with two types of arthritis, her body had been a temple to pain since

childhood. The project says that it can reverse the effects on her body, so she cannot believe it actually works.

Kyna gains her health with a few additions. Her hair is darker, longer, and her ears are pointed. The one fun alteration is her eyes, as she is tired of being

overlooked.

Kyna lands on Rai and begins her career helping the local retreat for wounded guardians to organize, and from there, she branches out and starts to perform her

contracted obligation in guardian recruitment.

A few years pass, and she comes home to a full house, her normal room occupied, and she is given one of the VIP rooms. Across the hall is a guardian who is a

little gruff but very charming, and there is pain in his eyes. She was always very comfortable with pain.

Entered in the Alien Bride Lottery: A Sci Fi Alien Romance (Khanavai Warrior Bride Games Book 1)

Author: Margo Bond Collins

There are a million ways to end up in the Alien Bride Lottery. But it takes only one. 

 

Every unmarried female human over the age of 21 gets entered once a year. You can also accept extra entries for legal infractions—instead of paying a parking 

fine, for example, you can request an extra entry. Lots of women do that. I mean, why not? The chances are astronomical that your name will get chosen to be 

one of the hundred or so women who get shipped off to space every year. 

 

And even if your name is drawn, the odds are slim that you’ll match up with an alien who’s looking for a mate. 

 

Most of the lottery-drawn women come back to Earth every year and resume their lives as if nothing changed. 

 

But some don’t. 

 

And no matter what, getting drawn in the Lottery means you have to compete in the Bride Games. 

 

Guess that's where I'm heading now. 

 

I only hope I can avoid catching the eye of one of the giant, rainbow-hued brutes whose mission is to protect Earth—and who can claim me as a mate. 

 

All because I was Entered in the Alien Bride Lottery… 

 

Fans of Grace Goodwin, Laurann Dohner, and Ruby Dixon will love this steamy new series featuring gorgeous, bright alien heroes and the sassy 

human women they choose as mates! 

 

Every book in the Khanavai Warrior Bride Games series is a standalone romance. Join these brides as they find a whole new world of happily ever 

afters. 



Scroll up and one-click now for hot alien romance! 

Half-Breed Conquerer: A SciFi Alien Romance (Mated to the Monster Book 1)

Author: Luna Hunter

I must breed her — or she dies.

I am a caged beast, bred for war. My captors force me to fight for my life, day in, day out, to hone my skills. Pain, war and death are all I know.

And then Amy’s dropped into my cell. The most beautiful creature I have ever seen. Long dark hair, big eyes, and a curvy body I want to sink my fangs into.

My captors tell me I must mate with the human female and impregnate her within the next seven days — or they will kill her.

There is nothing I would like to do more than to sate my urges and release myself inside this female, but there’s one problem: She is terrified of me.

I cannot and will not mate with a female against their will.

But, I cannot let my captors kill her either.

Every second she is my presence, my animalistic urges grow harder and harder to resist, but I am determined to prove that, despite everything, I am no animal.

If I can convince Amy to come to me willingly, then perhaps I can save her — and myself…

Kade: Alien Adoption Agency #2

Author: Tasha Black

She’s the target of an intergalactic bounty hunt. But he’s going to capture her heart.

Aurora Day is running from a crime she didn’t commit – or at least, she didn’t mean to commit. But the intergalactic soldiers on the hunt for the woman known as

the Fox don’t care about the details. Hiding out on the remote frontier moon of Clotho is her only hope for survival. But to gain access, she has to adopt an alien

baby. Aurora is shocked when she learns that a dragon warrior of the Invicta is part of the package.

Kade knows two things about Aurora. The bright-eyed Terran is going to be the mother of the child he has pledged to guard and grown to love. And the

mysterious woman is fated to be his mate. But Aurora has no interest in his love, and she doesn’t even seem to be that interested in adorable baby Lyra. She’s

clearly hiding some secrets, and Kade is determined to unearth them before his dragon’s wild lust for her burns them both alive.

When Kade runs afoul of the local law enforcement, only Aurora can save him. The perfect life she’s dared to dream of is almost in her grasp, and now it’s all

about to come crashing down around her. Will she stand her ground and fight for her new family? Or will the Fox keep running for freedom?

If you like strong women, hunky aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series:

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides

The Segonian (Aldebarian Alliance Book 2)

Author: Dianne Duvall



A USA TODAY Bestseller and Barnes&Noble Press Top 5 Favorite Indie eBooks Pick

New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings readers the second stand-alone novel in a thrilling new sci-fi romance series full of action,

humor, and happily-ever-afters.

Eliana's life has never been what one might term ordinary. At least, it hasn't been for a very long time. As a powerful Immortal Guardian, she spends her nights

hunting and slaying psychotic vampires that most of humanity doesn't even realize exist. Then an opportunity arises that instantly makes her extraordinary

existence seem downright boring. The leader of the Immortal Guardians asks her to guard a group of mortals who are embarking upon a voyage across the

galaxy to the planet Lasara. How could she possibly say no?

In no time at all, Eliana is hurtling through space on board a Lasaran battleship and getting to know not one but two alien races. It's the most exciting adventure of

her long life... until the ship is unexpectedly attacked. Amid the chaos and destruction that follow, she valiantly helps everyone she can before an explosion

renders her unconscious. When Eliana awakens, she finds herself alone, floating in space, clad only in a spacesuit, with no ship in sight. Alone--that is--except for

the warm, deep voice that carries over the comm in her helmet.

Commander Dagon and the crew of the Segonian battleship Ranasura respond to a distress call from their Lasaran allies and join a massive Alliance-wide

search-and-rescue mission. He quickly achieves communication with a lone Earthling female and races toward her. Every time they speak, his fascination with

her grows and he becomes more desperate to reach her before her oxygen supply runs out. Her strength, bravery, and humor entice him, even more so when

she defies all odds and they meet in person.

As he and Eliana embark upon a quest to find her missing friends, a bond swiftly grows between them that deepens with every laugh and smile and tender touch

they share. But they are not the only ones searching for Earthling survivors. When Eliana herself becomes the hunted and their enemies begin to close in, can the

two of them fight their way to victory, or will their enemies take everything?

What Readers & Reviewers Are Saying About The Aldebarian Alliance Series:

"Full of adventures, sizzling passion, romance and yes kick-ass fighting... I devoured it in one seating."--Book Dragon

"Intense, addictive and brilliant... I want more and frankly; I want it now!"--Caffeinated Reviewer

"I can't express enough how gripping this story was. This could be a movie!"--Obsessive Reading Disorder

"Dianne Duvall once again weaves her magic giving us a tale filled with excitement, romance and introducing us to new friends in a galaxy far away. Everything

about this story was amazing."--eBook Obsessed

"The Lasaran has everything I love about the Immortal Guardians series: snappy dialogue, action, humor, steaminess, and paranormal elements, but now I can

add space travel. Booyah!""--I'm a Voracious Reader

"I got exactly what I was expecting from this one: a thrilling, action-packed, sometimes funny romance that happens to include a hot dude from space... I highly

recommend."--Romance Rehab

"Another great read by one of my favorite authors. This is a great start to a new series. Fast paced, with action, adventure and romance"--Seeing Spots

"I definitely can't wait for more . . . Full of action and a sweet unusual love story."--Read All About It

Threshold of Annihilation (The Firebird Chronicles Book 3)

Author: T.A. White

When her most closely guarded secrets are laid bare, how will Kira survive the inevitable fall out—and will anybody be standing beside her in the

end?

Traveling to the planet of Jettie in the hopes of finding safe harbor for her niece, Kira arrives only to find their destination host to the quorum—a series of

dangerous contests that hold the power to decide the fate of empires.

With little choice but to participate, it doesn’t take long for Kira to find herself knee deep in enemies. Surrounded on all sides, Kira will have to face her worst fear.

Trusting others with the truth.

Because it’s becoming clear the tsavitee are no longer content to exist in the shadows. War is coming—and everything Kira thought she once knew is about to

change.

Tyro: Alien Adoption Agency #3

Author: Tasha Black



Phoebe has nothing but her secrets. Her alien protector is determined to lay them bare.

Phoebe arrives on the moon of Clotho with a trunk full of secrets and an imagination filled with preconceived notions about life on the frontier. She’s more than

ready to scrap and fight for her own piece of farmland, and a future for the little one she is adopting. When her new land turns out to be underwater, and the baby

shows up in the strapping arms of an Invicta dragon-guard, Phoebe doubles down on her promise to herself to live free, or die trying.

Tyro never asked to be made guardian to a baby. But little Atlas has his heart, and he is shocked to find that the baby’s adopted mother has his soul. His inner

dragon roars triumphant, but his human side must fight to win her over. If only the headstrong little Terran would slow down long enough to let him claim her

before mad desire pushes his restraint to the limit.

When the farm is threatened, the two must work together to protect Atlas’s future. But then Phoebe’s past comes back to find her, and she has a decision to make

that could derail even the best laid plans. Tyro is willing to bet the farm on their future together. Will Phoebe run, or will she decide to land herself an alien?

If you like strong women, hunky aliens, wild adventures, steamy sensual scenes, and happily-ever-afters, then you’ll love the world of Stargazer!

Alien Adoption Agency is a Stargazer Alien Series – read them all:

-Noxx

-Kade

-Tyro

And check out the other Stargazer Alien series:

Stargazer Alien Mail Order Brides

Stargazer Alien Barbarian Brides

Stargazer Alien Space Cruise Brides

Stargazer Alien Reality Show Brides

Stargazer Alien Mystery Brides

Beauty and His Beast [Saturian Trilogy 1] (The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection)

Author: Stormy Glenn

[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Romantic Suspense, Science Fiction, MM, HEA] Someone is out to kill

Jynx K'Vada and the only way he can protect himself is to buy a guardian beast, something he is loath to do. When he visits a lab and discovers a man being

horribly abused, he buys him on the spot. He has no idea that he's just changed the entire course of his life. Bay doesn't remember anything of his life past the

last few weeks, and those had been filled with nothing but pain and rage. When a sweet smelling man rescues him from his horror, Bay knows protecting Jynx is

more important than his life. The man was meant to be his. With the continued attempts on Jynx's life, and someone hunting them, they have to figure out who is

after them before it's too late, but doing so means solving a mystery neither of them are prepared for. It reaches beyond them and into the stars. Stormy Glenn is

a Siren-exclusive author.

Humanity's Endgame

Author: Eve Langlais

Humanity’s endgame was only the beginning for me.

Aliens ended life as we know it on Earth.

Not on purpose I should add, though that didn’t matter to the billions who died. But it turned out, in some respects, surviving was even worse.

My family used to say good thing I was pretty. In case you were wondering, it didn’t help when the end of the world arrived.

Alone, and afraid, somehow, I managed to hold on. Foraging for supplies. Eking out a hidden existence. Avoiding the mutants that emerged after the alien plague.

I’d resigned myself to dying alone, which was when I literally fell into Xavion’s arms.

And I managed to find love in the apocalypse.

Guardian of the Dark Paths (Children of the Ajda Book 1)

Author: Susan Trombley

Sarah had many doubts about entering an abandoned mine to help her best friend capture video footage to share on her social media. Convinced to do it 

anyway, her worst fears are realized when the exploration quickly goes awry, plunging Sarah into grave danger. Separated from the group and isolated in the 

depths of a long-forgotten mine, she must hold onto her wits and her sanity to survive, because something nightmarish hunts her through the darkness. Her only 

option is to travel deeper to escape it. 



Jotaha serves as the Guardian of the Dark Paths, patrolling deep underground in a maze of tunnels and caves that protect his people from human invaders. His

duty is to kill any human who crosses the boundary into yan-kanat territory, and he performs that duty admirably. 

 

Until he meets the one human who is destined to be his mate. 

 

They are from two different worlds that have clashed violently in the past. Humans view reptilians as monsters straight out of myth and urban legend, and

Jotaha’s people view humans as their mortal enemies. Will the decree of a fertility goddess be enough to convince the yan-kanat that Sarah belongs with their

guardian? Or will the enmity that exists between their people end up destroying the growing love between Sarah and her reptilian mate? 

Dark Haven Unmasked (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 48)

Author: I. T. Lucas

As Anastasia leaves Safe Haven for a week-long romantic vacation with Leon, she hopes to explore her newly discovered passionate side, their budding

relationship, and perhaps also solve the mystery of the voices in her head. What she actually discovers exceeds her wildest expectations.

In the meantime, Eleanor and Peter hope to solve another mystery. Who is Emmett Haderech, and what is he up to?

The Healer (The Order of Intergalactic Peace Book 1)

Author: Kelly Lucille

As a powerful Healer in hiding on old Earth, Serenity has managed to avoid the notice of both the Order of Intergalactic Peace and the rebel factions opposing

them. That is about to change. Paying off an old debt brings her to the attention of both sides, but it is Lord Mal Ryn of the OIP who stakes his claim.

She thought keeping her heart intact while escaping the most powerful man in the known universe was the challenge.

Turns out they have bigger problems.

This is the beginning of a new series, each book will be a stand alone romance, but the story conflict will be ongoing.

Hearts of Stone: Complete Series Box Set: An Alien Breeder Romance

Author: Miranda Bridges

If you like dangerous and demanding alien warriors searching for their fated mates, seduction romance, and scorching scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love

Miranda Bridges sci-fi romance series Hearts of Stone.

Chosen by a Beast (Book 1)

I’ve been abducted. Twice.

Currently I’m in the midst of a group of primitive gargoyle aliens running around in loincloths.

Which doesn’t hide much, let me tell you.

There’s one gargoyle alien in particular who watches my every move, and as much as I’d like him to rescue me, it looks like I’m on my own. Maybe I shouldn’t

have flipped him off...but how was I supposed to know I’d need his help?

Now, I’m going to have to tap into my survival skills or I’ll be dead by morning. May the odds and the aliens be ever in my favor. Or something.

Tamed by a Beast (Book 2)

 

I hate this place. 

 

Not that my life on Najarie was great, but at least I didn’t have a beastly alien trying to get me into bed all the time. And when I say all the time, I mean all the



freaking time. 

 

I haven’t forgotten Earth or the loved ones I’ve left behind. In fact, I’m willing to use any means necessary to get back to them. However, when the alien that

claimed me offers to help in exchange for my body I find myself torn. 

 

Either I’m nothing more than a breeder to him or he’s trying to find a way to persuade me to stay. And I’ll just say if that’s the case, his method is working… 

 

Seduced by a Beast (Book 3)

He wants me.

And this male is used to getting whatever he demands. The only problem is I don't want to be bothered. Especially not hot and bothered.

But he's not getting the hint. He thinks I'm his and that he needs to claim me. But I've been given my freedom and I have no intention of giving it away to this

alien.

No matter how handsome, strong, and kind he is. Just because he makes me feel things doesn't mean they're real.

Or are they?

Taken by a Beast (Book 4)

He's a thief.

And what did he steal? Yours truly.

I get it that women are a hot commodity on this planet, but why me? It's not like there weren't others to choose from. Besides, I've just found my sister and I have

no desire to be away from her.

But this alien doesn't take no for an answer. And the more time I spend with the infuriating male, the harder it is to plan my escape.

Assuming he will stop touching me long enough for me to properly think.

Loved by a Beast (Book 5)

My marriage is in trouble.

Jaxar and I didn't exactly have a regular romance since he abducted me and then sent me on a journey that could've resulted in my death. But that's neither here

nor there. And what doesn't kill you, makes you bitter. I mean, stronger.

Anyway, the point is that my husband, who I adore, is becoming distant. That, plus my hormones, are turning me into someone I don't recognize. With war

imminent, now is not the time to be insecure and emotional, and yet tell that to my pregnant self. All she wants to do is eat and cry.

I need to figure out how to save my relationship with Jaxar, as well as lead my people or I won't be just dead emotionally, but physically as well.

And I didn't travel all across the galaxy to just give up now.

Nanny For The Alien King: A SciFi Romance (Intergalactic Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Athena Storm

There is no way this alien King will make me his servant… 

 

Yes, I run a school for children and love kids. 

But that’s no reason to take me from my home and tell me that my new job is to be nanny for his three little hellions! 

He’s an alien warrior whose killed enemies with his bare hands.



Such hands are not used to changing a diaper... 

 

But no… 

He’s alien royalty, sure. 

But he’s not the boss of me. 

He can’t just order me around and expect me to obey or say I’m his fated mate and expect me to give myself to him. 

We are not going to be a family! 

 

So why is that all I can think about? 

Why does a part of me feel connected to him no matter how far I go? 

 

And most of all… 

 

Why does it feel that I’ve finally come home? 

 

Author's Note: This is a completely standalone novel set in the Athenaverse. Even if you've never come into the Athenaverse, you'll be able to enjoy this science

fiction romance that has no cliffhangers or cheating and guaranteed happily ever after!

As Darkness Spreads (The Vassi Contact Book 1)

Author: Michelle Howard

2130

One minute the world was a safe and sane place, the next all hell broke loose. A mysterious infection spreads across the country turning people into walking flesh

eaters.

Aspen Brooks, top pilot extraordinaire, is scared. Pure and simple truth. Zombies are crossing the land and terrorizing the entire country and she has no idea

where to turn or what to do. Receiving the call to bring home a group of military guys is the perfect distraction she needs to stop worrying about how she’s

supposed to survive.

Captain John Crawley faces his toughest mission yet. With his combat team at his side, their immediate goal is to protect their families from the flesh eating

beings crossing the land and terrorizing America.

Venik Avar came to Earth to find his missing brother. Instead he’s faced with the consequences of a careless act. Just when he decides to leave the primitives of

this strange world to suffer their cruel fate, he crosses paths with a courageous female who makes him believe they might be worth saving.

Dawn Reavers had planned to hunker down during the worst of what appeared to be a zombie invasion. Stumbling across an alien in her front yard forces her to

rethink her plan and soon she’s forming a temporary alliance to save the country. Maybe even the whole world.

While the world spirals amidst chaos, a courageous group emerges to save the day.

**New zombie romance with a touch of aliens from sci-fi author Michelle Howard

Alien Mercenary’s Bride (Lathar Mercenaries: Warborne Book 2)

Author: Mina Carter

Stowing away on an alien ship? Idiotic. Stowing away on the Warborne's ship? Suicidal. 

 

Marika Ingrassia is desperate. To escape another wedding arranged by her father, she runs. Between a homicidal groom and a ship full of trained killers, she'll 

take her chances with the mercenaries, thank you very much. 

 

Only things don't go quite to plan. Her idea to force them to help her at gunpoint seemed a stroke of brilliance until she's on board and facing down the sexiest 

mercenary she'd ever seen. She can't think straight, never mind shoot straight. She's doomed for a long walk out of a short airlock until Mr. tall, muscled, and 

growly agrees to help her escape her father's clutches... by marrying her. 

Just one problem. This time she wants the wedding to be for real... 

 

She's the prettiest thing he's ever seen. And everything a killer like him doesn't deserve. 

 

Skinny has been a mercenary most of his life. One of the legendary Warborne, he's killed more men than he's had hot dinners and he's damn good at it. When he 

finds a scared human female, he doesn't expect his reaction to her, or for her to clock him over the head with a pipe. 

 

Unpleasantness aside, when he realizes she needs help, he's all ears. And everything else she needs. Up to and including his hand in marriage to protect her... 

 

No plan survives first contact with the enemy. Between an assassination attempt and his past catching up with them... can Skinny convince Marika



he's the alien for her, or will he lose her forever? 

 

 

Tempted: A Sci Fi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors Book 8)

Author: Presley Hall

I promised myself I would never trust an alien. But with Zhori, I may not have a choice.

After being kidnapped by aliens, nearly rescued, and then snatched back by my captors, I don’t have much hope of getting rescued again. Still, I’m determined to

fight back on my own, to break free and find some way off this horrible planet.

But when I’m put up for auction, my heart nearly stops when I see him in the crowd—the bronze-skinned alien who tried to free me before.

What is he doing here? Why did he come back?

My instinct is to assume the worst. Maybe he returned because he wants to steal me for himself. Maybe he plans to use me just like every other alien has.

But he keeps helping me. He keeps protecting me. And every time he does, it gets harder and harder to deny the truth.

This alien warrior may be the hero I need… and a temptation I can’t deny.

Tempted is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators with huge… horns, a heroine fighting for her freedom, and a daring hero who will

risk everything for her.

If you like hot aliens, sweeping adventure, and steamy romance, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Fated Mates of the Kalixian Warriors series:

Book 1: Claimed (Rose and Tordax)

Book 2: Stolen (Harper and Malav)

Book 3: Rescued (Autumn and Sorsir)

Book 4: Bound (Emma and Khrelan)

Book 5: Broken (Jade and Brele)

Book 6: Consumed (Lucy and Tycran)

Book 7: Damaged (Cora and Druxik) )

Book 8: Tempted (Brooke and Zhori) )

Book 9: Tamed (Sophie and Caul)

The Naked Alien: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 1)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Jane survive alone on an alien planet? And is she really alone?

Jane has no interest in the great outdoors. She prefers her comfortable bed, her books, and all the conveniences of modern life. So when she wakes up alone

and naked in what appears to be an alien jungle, her only goal is to find her way home.

The question of whether or not she’s alone is answered when a massive stranger comes to her rescue. Her savior is big and growly and he doesn’t speak her

language - but the heat in his eyes doesn’t need translation...

Commander Taraxan’s people may have mastered advanced technology, but they have never forgotten their primitive roots. So when he wakes up naked and

weaponless on an unknown planet, he is annoyed but not alarmed.

As he searches for a way to return to his civilization, he discovers a strange, pale female blundering around the jungle. Oblivious to the hazards surrounding her,

she is clumsy, helpless… and completely adorable. As an honorable warrior, he has no choice but to protect her - but he doesn't expect the task to be so

rewarding...

Can two complete opposites survive the jungle - and their sizzling attraction to one another? And what possible future awaits a human woman and an alien

commander who are both determined to return to their own worlds?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.



Beauty and His Guardian [Saturian Trilogy 2] (The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection)

Author: Stormy Glenn

[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn ManLove Collection: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Science Fiction, Romantic Suspense, MM, HEA] The bad guys are behind

bars, so why does psychic Jynx K'Vada feel like his life is one big whirlwind? He's found his mate. He should be happy. He just can't seem the shake the feeling

that nothing will ever be the same again. When trouble comes looking, Jynx will have to dig deep and find a strength he never knew he had if he wants to survive.

All Bay wants to do is protect his mate and protect his king. That's not so easy when people seem to be coming out of the woodwork to kill them. Bombings,

assassination attempts, kidnappings. Bay doesn't know who he can trust. When a ghost from the past comes for them, Bay and Jynx will have to work together to

keep their king and themselves alive long enough to solve a mystery decades in the making. And if they are lucky, they might fall in love somewhere along the

way. Stormy Glenn is a Siren-exclusive author.

Alien AI's Marine (Warriors of the Lathar Book 14)

Author: Mina Carter

He's the lone human male in a sea of lethal alien warriors. He's either gifted or suicidal...

Kidnapped by aliens, rescued, and now on a secret base in a system he can't even pronounce, Major Jay Stephens has given up on a wing and a prayer... he's

now on kicking butt and taking names. Especially when it comes to the alien AI who's risked everything, even her 'life' to protect him.

The only problem... she's gone and gotten herself a body. Beautiful and delicate, she evokes reactions in him that should be illegal. The REAL problem? An AI in

physical form is totally illegal and against just about every law in Latharian society. Which means lots of lethal aliens want to kill it, and by extension, his AI.

And that’s going to be a problem. Because Jay thinks… no, he knows he's in love with her, and no little (large) green (totally not green) men are going to draanth

up the best thing he ever had...

She never wanted a body. Until she met her human marine.

One of the most advanced AI’s in the empire, Keris is used to being so much more than any biological could dream of. She never expected that saving a lone

human would lead to her taking physical form…

But a new form comes with a whole host of new problems. She’s gone from being able to run a ship single-handed to struggling to co-ordinate her own two legs.

And when Jay is around, her new brain quits functioning. All she can think about is the handsome human, and what his lips would feel like on hers…

But when the chips are down and Jay is taken from her, she'll show them that any woman scorned is a dangerous thing, AI or not...

Mission: Planet Biter (Veslor Mates Book 4)

Author: Laurann Dohner

When his Veslor grouping answers a distress call on planet Biter, Roth discovers a sole survivor. The little female isn’t rational and latches onto him like a lifeline.

That surprises Roth, since most humans fear him. This one won’t let him go, but he must resist his desire for her. It’s the only honorable thing to do.

Stuck on an alien planet, her facility sabotaged and all her coworkers dead or dying, Vera Wade isn’t sure she’ll make it out alive. They’ve all been exposed to a

drug that is making them crazy. She’s slowly losing all hope, until an alien shows up. He feels real, but he’s probably just another hallucination. A sexy one who

seems too good to be true.

Now she just needs to convince Roth that their attraction is definitely real, once the drugs leave her system…before the unknown person trying to kill her finishes

the job.

Her Alien Warrior (Exiled Warriors of Planet Virix Book 1)

Author: Viki Storm

VELA 

One last job before I go legit. An easy smuggling run, one crate off-planet and then I can leave all my dark secrets behind. 

 

Crash landing was not part of the plan. Neither was being rescued by a monster. 

 

Did I say rescued? Because I think I mean kidnapped. This muscle-bound alien is keeping me captive on his ship. And if he finds out what cargo I'm really 

carrying? I don't want to know what he'll do to me. 



He's super intense, super scary… And super hot. Once you get past the fangs and claws. He says we're mates and he's going to claim me as his own. I'm totally

at his mercy—I just hope he has some underneath his scaled exterior… 

 

Humans and aliens are not supposed to mix. If he takes me, I'll be ruined. Tainted. Despoiled. But the more he looks at me with those yellow eyes, the more I

think I want to be ruined… 

 

AUVOK 

Mine. The female is mine. She fell out of the sky in a fiery wreck of twisted metal and now she belongs to me. A gift from the Universe itself: my fated mate. 

 

Even though I've been exiled, I'm still a Virixian warrior—and warriors don't ask. They take. I can't wait to defile her delicate, innocent body. 

 

But first, I have to complete this mission. I can't screw it up. All I have to do is keep my hands off this sassy female so I can focus on the job. Not likely. The

desires of a Virixian warrior are voracious. She's not just going to be the death of me, but the death of us all… 

 

This is a standalone book, no cliffhanger, HEA guaranteed!

The Alien Warrior King's Accountant (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

He’s brutal.

He’s dangerous.

He’s seven years behind on his taxes.

Enter me. Tania McMillan. Tax accountant.

If I can get Tyrant (yes, that’s actually his name) to stop laying waste to his enemies for a moment, I might be able to decide if boiling hot space oil is a combat

deductible, or an entertainment expense.

I’m on contract to him until we can sort his Galactic tax debt.

He seems to think he owns me.

And that’s just the start of a series of miscommunications (you don’t even want to know what he does with red tape) which leads me to his battle bed, where he is

just as rough and intense as he is on the battlefield.

The Alien Warrior King's Accountant (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

He’s brutal.

He’s dangerous.

He’s seven years behind on his taxes.

Enter me. Tania McMillan. Tax accountant.

If I can get Tyrant (yes, that’s actually his name) to stop laying waste to his enemies for a moment, I might be able to decide if boiling hot space oil is a combat

deductible, or an entertainment expense.

I’m on contract to him until we can sort his Galactic tax debt.

He seems to think he owns me.

And that’s just the start of a series of miscommunications (you don’t even want to know what he does with red tape) which leads me to his battle bed, where he is

just as rough and intense as he is on the battlefield.

Surprise Mates (Interstellar Brides® Program Book 21)

Author: Grace Goodwin

I'm on Prillon Prime for a surprise party. Me, the unmated Earth girl, a guest of the queen! I want to dress up and have fun. Not trip over my own two feet and fall

into the arms of two of the hottest alien warriors I've ever seen. Ever.

What happens on Prillon Prime stays on Prillon Prime. Before they touch me I make it clear that I'm not looking for a mate. Or two. I have to go back to The

Colony. My life is there.

But Prillon warriors are notorious for fighting for what they want. Apparently, what these two want... is me.

SURPRISE!



The Bare Essentials: A SciFi Alien Romance (Exposed to the Elements Book 2)

Author: Honey Phillips

Can Janet survive the heat of an alien desert? And the heat of the alien warrior who finds her?

One minute Janet is sliding into a snow bank. The next she is alone in the middle of a strange pink desert. Alone and naked.

When a huge, golden-scaled male appears out of the shifting sands, she is convinced that he is a mirage. But the fiery pleasure of his touch feels too real to be

an illusion.

Sabrost is preparing for his final initiation as a priest of Tetlana when he is snatched away from his temple. The desert in which he awakens reminds him of his

ancestral sands. But his ancestors would never have accepted the delicate female who arouses all of his protective instincts.

The desert holds many secrets - not the least of which are the secrets of the heart. Which will prove most treacherous as Janet and Sabrost make the perilous

trek to safety?

Each book in the Exposed to the Elements series can be read as a standalone romance. This sweet and steamy romance is intended for mature audiences only.

Containing Malice: A SciFi Cyborg Romance (Rebel Cyborgs Book 1)

Author: Cynthia Sax

This tormented cyborg craves vengeance…and her.

***

Malice, a C Model cyborg, has spent his long lifespan enslaved by the Humanoid Alliance. His cruel manufacturers have hurt him in all the ways a male could be

hurt.

His enemy has now added a new weapon to their arsenal—a tiny human medic with soft hands and a delectable scent. She experiments on him multiple times a

shift, delivering pain…and frustration.

He wants her. He also seeks retribution.

Once Malice frees himself, he plans to achieve both of his goals, taking Medic Illona captive and ending her research…permanently.

Illona is as much a prisoner as the cyborgs she experiments on. Since her arrival at the Human Alliance’s secret laboratory, she has carefully, stealthily, crafted a

plot to free her test subjects. To conceal her covert activities, the medic has been forced to harm beings rather than heal them.

The being she has damaged the most is also the cyborg she fiercely desires— Malice, a huge, gray-skinned, blue-eyed C Model with massive hands and a voice

deeper than space. He hates her, has good reason to do so, and, when he’s freed, there’s a high probability he’ll kill her.

Illona will take that risk to ensure he survives.

***

Containing Malice is a STANDALONE enemies-to-lovers Cyborg SciFi Romance set in a dark, gritty, sometimes-violent universe.

It is the first of five core stories in the Rebel Cyborgs Series.

Book 1: Containing Malice

Book 2: Under Strain

Book 3: Baring Grudge

Book 4: B Free

Book 5: Seizing Power

Beast in the Cage: A Scifi Alien Romance (Fated Mates of Breeder Prison Book 1)

Author: Tammy Walsh

What happens when an alien slave master gets greedy? 

 

After being thrown into cages to pleasure brutal alien fighters, I’m broken—a mere shell of who I used to be. 

 

I’ll be used and forced to do the monsters’ bidding, it’s too much to expect a male to watch over me. 

 

Then the Beast claims me. 



When he touches me, I yearn for more. 

When he kisses me, I surrender in gratitude. 

When he undresses me, I ache to scream his name. 

And when he makes me fly, I soar higher than ever before. 

 

But there’s a problem. In exchange for my release, I’ve already made a deal with the warden to get impregnated with the Beast’s baby. How can he love me when

I’m betraying his deepest wishes? 

 

Beast in the Cage is a full-length, standalone alien sci-fi romance. It features a possessive, alpha alien in intense, steamy scenes with his human mate. There are

no cliffhangers or cheating, and a happily ever after is guaranteed!

Make Me Exist: A Heart-Pounding Sci-Fi Romance (Lost in Time Book 1)

Author: Brittany Ziegler

Valerie isn't who she thinks she is. She isn't even human. Hunted by an alien race, can she discover the truth before it's

too late?

Valerie's daughter Charlotte is celebrating her sixth birthday and she's loving it. Presents, games, and cake! For Valerie, it's not that simple. Being with her

ex-husband and his new wife is always a strain, but not as hard as finding out that you're not who you think you are.

When a group of mysterious men unexpectedly show up at the party, suddenly Valerie's whole life feels like a lie. Why do they look so familiar? Why do they act

like they know her? Stranger yet, why do they have the same startling green eyes as Charlotte?

Catapulted into a world she doesn't remember, Valerie needs to trust these strangers to help save her daughter and herself from a terrible fate. She and Charlotte

are pure-bloods, the only chance for an alien race on the brink of extinction.

On the run and hunted, her enemies will not rest until they have them in their clutches. But as her memories return, can Valerie tap into the powers she didn't

even know she possessed and save their lives?

Make Me Exist is a heart-pounding sci-fi adventure, with just the right amount of romance, that will keep you riveted to your seat in a

journey of mind twisting awakenings.

Buy your copy now and join our heroine in her quest for freedom.

This is an adult serial- meaning the novels are meant to be read in order- have copious amounts of profanity, adult situations, violence, and some

triggers.  

Alpha Night (Psy-Changeling Trinity Book 4)

Author: Nalini Singh

New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh returns to her breathtaking Psy-Changeling Trinity series with a mating that shouldn’t exist…

Alpha wolf Selenka Durev’s devotion to her pack is equaled only by her anger at anyone who would harm those under her care. That currently includes the

empaths who’ve flowed into her city for a symposium that is a security nightmare, a powder keg just waiting for a match.

Ethan Night is an Arrow who isn’t an Arrow. Numb and disengaged from the world, he’s loyal only to himself. Assigned as part of the security force at a world-first

symposium, he carries a dark agenda tied to the power-hungry and murderous Consortium. Then violence erupts and Ethan finds himself crashing into the heart

and soul of an alpha wolf.

Mating at first sight is a myth, a fairytale. Yet Selenka’s wolf is resolute: Ethan Night, broken Arrow and a man capable of obsessive devotion, is the mate it has

chosen. Even if the mating bond is full of static and not quite as it should be. Because Selenka’s new mate has a terrible secret, his mind surging with a power

that is a creature of madness and death…



Maid For An Alien Prince: A SciFi Alien Romance (Intergalactic Exchange Program Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I won’t be forced into alien servitude.

I’ve spent my life mucking out the houses of the rich and famous. I know what they’re really like.

They think they can take whatever they want.

I learned that the hard way.

Royalty? They have got to be worse.

I’m not interested in any of them, not even an alien prince.

I was supposed to be heading to another planet for a one-year housekeeping contract.

Instead he bought me out.

Does he think he can own me?

I don’t want him.

I won’t submit to him.

So why is he so … nice?

Niall is unlike any rich guy I’ve ever known, but I still can’t trust him.

Not even when he treats me well.

He calls me his fated mate!

But he’s an alien prince and I’m a housekeeper.

We don’t belong together.

So why do I want to kiss him more than I want my next breath?

Dragon Loved (Dragons of Mount Rixa Book 2)

Author: Riley Storm

She was stuck in the past, until he showed her a brighter future…

Jordyn Hall loves her job working for the town of Five Peaks. As the records custodian, she spends her days in the basement of city hall surrounded by dusty old

books filled with fascinating new information. What’s not to love about it? It’s private, and lets her escape from a pain that refuses to fade even years later. That is,

until he shows up. He’s handsome, charming and, most importantly, in need of her help. Jordyn is the only one who can find him the information he’s looking for

before it’s too late. As it turns out though, that isn’t the only thing he needs…

After failing yet another attempt to join his clan’s Strike Team, dragon shifter Tars Rixa is given a task by his clan head. Go look into the dragons’ past for any

information on what their ancient enemy the Warped Fae might be up to. Convinced it’s a punishment, he doesn’t hold much hope that anything will come of it.

What he never expected, was that his ‘punishment’ would lead him to finding his mate. Now they just need to unravel the old secrets before it’s too late.

The trial for the Warped Fae is coming up in less than a week, and the Rixa clan leader is convinced that whatever is going to happen will occur before then. With

the clock ticking, Tars and Jordyn bury their heads in books, desperate for anything. Their search for clues might be fruitless, but spending so much time together

has led to another realization. They were meant for one another. Fate has brought them together. Unbeknownst to them however, the Warped Fae has other

intentions, and he can’t let the pair discover his plans. Even if that means striking at them in broad daylight…

Raised to Kill: Kindred Tales 32

Author: Evangeline Anderson

A Bride ordered to kill her Husband

 Marries a Kindred warrior who loves her.■

Will she fulfill her mission to kill him?

Or lose her heart to him instead?

Read RAISED TO KILL to find out!



All her life, Allara Ke'ta'nu has been raised and trained with one purpose in mind--to kill a member of the Kindred High Council and avenge the Blood Feud which

has raged between her people, the Q'ess, and the Kindred for generations. But in order to do that, she must first get close enough to kill. And what better way to

get close than to marry the enemy?

Brand is a Beast Kindred who has just become a provisional member of the High Council. When the Q'ess announce they will end the Blood Feud with a

marriage of one of their maidens to a Kindred warrior, he agrees to take her as a wife, since he is the only unmated member of the Council. What he doesn't

expect is to fall in love...

Raised on tales of Kindred cruelty, Allara believes that Brand will be rough with her on their wedding night. When, instead, he introduces her to the Kindred

concept of the Claiming Period, a slow dance of seduction begins. Can Allara hold on to her sense of purpose and do her duty as mandated by her people? Or

will she lose her heart to the gentle touch of her new husband?

You'll have to read Raised to Kill to find out...

The Lasaran (Aldebarian Alliance Book 1)

Author: Dianne Duvall

New York Times bestselling author Dianne Duvall brings readers the first novel in a thrilling new sci-fi series full of action, intrigue, humor, and

romance.

Taelon searches the galaxy for his younger sister, who mysteriously disappeared while on a diplomatic mission. When an ally reveals that she was seized and is

being held prisoner on Earth, Taelon descends upon the blue planet, intent on freeing her and exacting vengeance. However, all does not go as planned. Before

he can find her, Taelon is captured and becomes the subject of torturous experiments. For what feels like an eternity, all he knows is pain and fury... until a mind

tentatively touches his own and a woman's voice forever changes his world.

After suffering tragic losses, Lisa is finally beginning to carve out a future for herself when chance sends her to the Anomalous Cognition Research Institute. What

at first appears to be a benign organization seeking participants for a psychic study instead turns out to be a government facility harboring a much darker intent.

Lisa discovers this too late and soon becomes the unwilling subject of a terrifying experiment. Just as fear and desperation threaten to consume her, a deep,

compelling voice penetrates the looming insanity and lends her hope.

Having seen only the worst of humanity, Taelon is shocked when Lisa risks everything to free him. Together the two make their escape, and Taelon finds himself

fascinated by the small human woman who--despite all she's suffered--can still laugh and tease and lure smiles from him. Friendship swiftly grows between them

as they work together to evade soldiers intent on capturing them and find themselves hunted by mystifying preternatural beings. Through it all, Lisa steadfastly

remains by his side, stealing more of his heart each day while she helps him unravel the mystery of his sister's fate. Can they find his sister before the hunters

find them? If they survive their quest, will Taelon have to bid Lisa farewell... or can he coax her into leaving her planet and joining him for the adventure of a

lifetime?

My Alien Baby: The Lost & Found (The Lost And Found Series Book 1)

Author: Rena Marks

♥♥Ivory Bellows fell down a well. Ivory Bellows woke up in hell. Better listen to the big blue giant, zip your lip, and hush. Better not stare at his son

who makes you blush.♥♥

The Raza are a people full of honor, faith, and family. Especially Havak of the Jaha clan. His first yun is of his heart, not his blood. But when his mate dies and his

beloved yun goes off into the world to study other people and languages, the Creators give him a second chance at life. He happens upon a strange little yun of a

species unlike anything he’s ever seen.

A strange, five-fingered species.

When the yun wakes and screams, he gives her a bub-bub, wraps her in a pu-pu, and packs her in his sket to bring home.

His huge heart is filled with love for his second adopted yun.

♥♥♥     ♥♥♥     ♥♥♥     ♥♥♥     ♥♥♥

Ivory Bellows wakes up in a strange land filled with blue giants. They threaten her in their strange language, shove a plug in her mouth to keep her quiet and take

her home to fatten her up. And marinate her. They must marinate her when she sleeps, because she’s swollen and always needs to pee.

Oh, God. She’s dinner. It’s only a matter of time until they decide when.

But when a hot new alien arrives, the only way she can keep sane is to pretend he’s her husband and she’s his wife and everything is hunky-dory fine.



Thank God this new arrival, Iik, doesn’t know her language.

Yet.

Disclaimer: This story contains sensitive issues with race/gender/mental references that may be offensive to some. Please be advised that it is in no way intended

to be offensive but the authors instead hope it makes us all realize how often we judge people based on culture without understanding that being different doesn’t

meant defective. That being said, this is a rom-com! You're supposed to choke, snort, bark, and laugh out loud!

Enjoy!

Maid For The Alien Warrior: A SciFi Romance (Intergalactic Fated Mates Book 3)

Author: Athena Storm

There is no way in the galaxy Prince Elvion will force me into servitude.

Yes, I did take a job to be his little sister’s Royal Nanny. But serving him wasn't on the agenda.

But what else can you expect from a warrior prince?

This is the kind of guy who pulls out his blaster when he hears a baby cry.

Not the kind that takes no for an answer.

Except that’s what he’s gonna get.

Yes, he’s fabulously wealthy.

And I am very broke.

But I have some dignity!

I’m not giving into the urges he brings out when I see him shirtless.

Or indulge my daydreams when he says we’re fated mates.

And I sure as hell am not entertaining the racing heart when he gets so close to me that I can smell his scent.

No! We are not meant to be together.

This is a job. That’s all.

So why can’t I stop thinking about him?

Why does a part of me not just want to serve him…

But love him with all my heart?

Author's Note: This is a completely standalone novel set in the Athenaverse. Even if you've never come into the Athenaverse, you'll be able to enjoy this science

fiction romance that has no cliffhangers or cheating and guaranteed happily ever after!

The Enclave: Alex Mason and The Fluidians Book 1

Author: Jack Coltrane

The governments started to crumble in 2073. There was no war. Just a collapse. I knew it was coming. I prepared. I collected a library of books - real, physical,

paper books on subjects that I thought would be helpful. I found an abandoned military bunker for sale outside a small city in the wilderness. I didn’t bother to pay

for it. I just moved in.

Right now, I was just entering the closest thing we had to a city within two days’ driving distance. There were a few small towns closer but nothing that would have

what I needed. I was looking for one place in particular. A bell rang as I opened and closed the door.

A guy looked up from his counter and said grimly, “Can I help you? You look lost.”

I cocked my head slightly and said simply, “A Bot.” I kept my description short, “Domestic. Type-F. Or childcare or household maintenance.”

He said, “Yeah, OK. I got something. Come with me.”

I said, “I want salvage. Spares. Non-working units.”

I found one that was exactly what I wanted.

He said, “OK, fella. You don’t seem like an idiot, so I’ll take your money. If that’s what you’re into.”

I said, “If you find any more of this series, set them aside for me.”

When I left, I drove in the opposite direction from where I was actually headed.

Theirs to Command (Kobar Mates Book 2)



Author: Ivy Barrett

Yesterday Marissa Scott thought she would never be selected for breeding.

Today she stands naked before her new masters with her tear-stained cheeks blushing crimson, her bottom burning from a stern reminder of her place, and her

helpless arousal on full display.

But it isn't just the thought of three Kobar warriors ravaging her without mercy that terrifies her.

It is what these brutes will do once they've claimed her.

She knows they will share her.

She knows they will use her in ways more shameful than she can imagine.

But worst of all, she knows they will make her beg for all of it.

Publisher's Note: Theirs to Command is a stand-alone novel which is the second book in the Kobar Mates series. It includes spankings and rough, intense

sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Native (Chosen Series Book 4)

Author: Stacy Jones

He was destined to die. Until she changed his fate.

Atuk is doomed to die a slow death with his harem brothers, pining for the lost female he didn’t love and who had never wanted him. And then he meets her.

Being named a healer gives Lily a place among the tribe and provides protection for herself, her mates—Frrar, Tor, Arruk, and Drrak—and the two shevari

children they’ve adopted. But when she’s tasked with saving Atuk, her growing feelings for him threaten to undo all she and her mates have fought for.

What she feels for him isn’t just reckless, it shouldn’t be possible. Males can’t mate twice...can they? When a stolen moment has sparks flying between them, it

makes her question everything.

How much is Lily willing to risk for the captivating male with a galaxy of hurt in his eyes? And if she Chooses him, will he Choose her back?

Or will their forbidden love bring everything crashing down around them?

Thousands of copies sold internationally. Millions of pages read. 5800+ reviews on Amazon and Goodreads. The award-winning Chosen Series is a New Adult

Paranormal/Fantasy RH packed full of romance, drool-worthy heroes, adventure, and an extraordinary world.

"It's so, so beautifully written and the relationship development so well done, I can't help but keep coming back to reread this series." -Amazon Reviewer ■■■■■

"There is just something so indescribably compelling about this story and the writing that keeps bringing me back to it over and over..." -Amazon Reviewer

■■■■■

"I loved this book! It was funny, it was sad, it was sweet. It was everything I love in reading books." -Amazon Reviewer ■■■■■

The much anticipated fourth book of the Chosen Series, Native, is available now! Scroll up and one-click today!

Possessed: A Sci-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 1)

Author: Tana Stone



I sacrificed myself to save my sister’s ship. Now the raider warlord owns me.

It was my own fault. I was the navigator of our ship, and I’m the one who led us straight into Vandar territory.

We’d heard rumors about the Vandar raiders—everyone in the galaxy had. Terrifying and ruthless, they were a scourge on the Zagrath empire and destroyed

everything in their path.

Few had actually laid eyes on the Vandar or the notorious warlords who led their fleets of warships—and survived to talk about it. So, when the ruthless aliens

boarded our ship intent on destroying it and killing the crew, I did the only thing I could do.

I gave myself to the dark and menacing warlord. In exchange for allowing my sister’s ship passage out of the Vandar territory, I must share his bed and travel with

his crew of deadly raiders. Even though the sight of the huge, battle-scarred alien terrifies me.

But as I adjust to my new life on a savage warship, I discover that the dominant alien warrior wants more than just my body. He wants to possess my soul. And

he’ll make a new deal with me to get it.

Possessed is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, alien horde space battles, and some

serious enemies-to-lovers heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Possessed, the first

book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.

Alien Mercenary's Heart (Lathar Mercenaries: Warborne Book 1)

Author: Mina Carter

Return to the worlds of the Lathar, as you've never seen them before...

She wanted a coffee and an easy shift. Instead, she got a smart-alec mercenary and commandos trying to kill her…

Medically discharged from the military over a decade ago, Station Chief Eris Archer just wants a quiet life. But life on a frontier station like Tarantus is never dull.

The wild west of space, she’s used to less than scrupulous characters crossing her path.

So when handsome cyborg, Zero, charms her with fantastical tales of being non-human, she takes it with a pinch of salt. When commandos storm the base,

trying to kill her and she ends up with a price on her head, she has to trust him with her life… but can she trust him with her heart?

He doesn’t know where he came from, but he knows one thing… his destiny is with her.

Zero is a mystery, even to himself. Since waking up badly damaged in a wrecked shuttle, he’s made his home with the Warborne, a band of Latharian

Mercenaries with a lethal reputation. He lives fast and he expects to die young…

Until he meets her. Eris Archer captures the attention of all his instincts, human and cyborg. Drawn to her like a targeting lock… he wants to get to know her

better. But his plans for a date in the station’s brig are foiled by people with guns and they have to get off the station. Fast.

Between murderous commandoes, betrayals and an unexpected rescue mission; can Zero prove to her that he’s all the man, or machine, she’ll ever

need...

NB - Previously titled 'Zero's Heart'.

Maid For Him: A SciFi Romance (Intergalactic Fated Mates Book 2)

Author: Athena Storm

If Royal Admiral Zenir thinks I’m going to be his maid, he’s got another thing coming… 

 

He discovered me and two children stowing away on his ship. 

Now instead of being killed, I’m supposed to wait on this muscled up alien warrior as he provides food and shelter to me and the two kids? 

Yeah, okay, things could be worse, I suppose. 

 

I’m not going to let him claim me. 

Not without a fight! 

He can say I’m his fated mate all he wants. 

I’m not falling for his panty-dropping dimples. 

Forget his royal alien bedroom eyes and his big, buff arms. 

I may be his maid. 

But he’s not the boss of me.



And no, I don’t want him to be. I don’t. Really! 

 

So why do I feel so happy when he and I and the children are all together? 

Why does it feel more like home than anything else I’ve ever felt? 

 

But mostly… 

 

Why does it feel like we’re a real family?

Frankenstein

Author: Mary Shelley

Mary Shelley began writing Frankenstein when she was only eighteen. At once a Gothic thriller, a passionate romance, and a cautionary tale about the dangers of

science, Frankenstein tells the story of committed science student Victor Frankenstein. Obsessed with discovering the cause of generation and life and bestowing

animation upon lifeless matter, Frankenstein assembles a human being from stolen body parts but; upon bringing it to life, he recoils in horror at the creature’s

hideousness. Tormented by isolation and loneliness, the once-innocent creature turns to evil and unleashes a campaign of murderous revenge against his

creator, Frankenstein.

Frankenstein, an instant bestseller and an important ancestor of both the horror and science fiction genres, not only tells a terrifying story, but also raises

profound, disturbing questions about the very nature of life and the place of humankind within the cosmos: What does it mean to be human? What responsibilities

do we have to each other? How far can we go in tampering with Nature? In our age, filled with news of organ donation genetic engineering, and bio-terrorism,

these questions are more relevant than ever.

A masterpiece. —Phillip Pullman

One of the most original and complete productions of the day. —Percy Bysshe Shelley

The greatest paradox and most astonishing achievement of Mary Shelley’s novel is that the monster is more human than his creator. This nameless being, as

much a modern Adam as his creator is a modern Prometheus, is more lovable than his creator and more hateful, more to be pitied and more to be feared, and

above all able to give the attentive reader that shock of added consciousness in which aesthetic recognition compels a heightened realization of self. —Harold

Bloom

His Human Organizer (Monsters Love Curvy Girls Book 4)

Author: Michele Mills

A grumpy alien boss hires a curvy, adorable human female to organize his mess—and vows to never let her go!

I’ve been engaged to the same annoying guy for four long years, and still, no wedding date in sight. Grr. I’m completely fed up with this sham, so I tell my “fiancé”

I’m taking a job off planet, hoping this outrageous behavior will allow him to finally break off our ridiculous engagement. It doesn’t. So, I leave and become an

organizing consultant to some scary alien.

My grumpy boss is Skoll Strikestone, a fire-breathing satanic-looking soldier with a deep scar bisecting his face. I’m doubting my own sanity in accepting this

position, but this guy really, really needs help tidying up. He’s a gruff male taking court-ordered conflict resolution classes and he’s hired me to sort out the

hoarding mess he’s created in his cabin in the wildlands.

Whew.

I soon begin to realize this hot-tempered demon has a soft marshmallow interior. And the hardest abs I’ve ever seen. Those long fangs, serrated claws and

barbed tail are actually causing my heart to flutter!

One big problem—I’m technically engaged to someone else, and so is Skoll. And since we’re each still committed to these former “fake” engagements, there can

be nothing between us but heated glances and emotional conversations.

*cries*

Oh hell, I think I’m falling in love with a male I can’t have.

Her Alien Mates (The Drift: Haven Colony Book 1)

Author: Susan Hayes

She dreamed of being free to make her own decisions. When it comes to a mate, why must she pick just one? 

 

Haven colony has everything a newly freed cyborg could hope for. After a life of violence and forced obedience, Shadow can finally make her own choices. But 

freedom comes with its own challenges – and hers includes a pair of sexy as fraxx aliens who both lay claim to her heart.



 

He wants her – but it’s complicated… 

 

After a tragedy, Denz needs a change. Haven offers him a new life, a chance to finish the work his friend started, and enough work to keep him from thinking

about everything he lost… until Shadow arrives at Haven. She’s everything he’s ever wanted – smart, sassy, and heartbreakingly beautiful. There’s just one

problem. She’s not the assassin who murdered his best friend, but she wears the same face. 

 

He lost his anrik and any chance of a mate long ago… 

 

Kade is close to having it all. One last debt to pay off, and all his mistakes will be behind him. He just has to live with the mistakes of his dead anrik... the one that

condemned him to a lifetime alone. 

Everything changes when he sets down in a backwater colony and catches wind of the impossible – the mate he wasn’t supposed to have. 

 

When trouble comes to Haven, all three will have to make a choice – protect their hearts, or protect each other, no matter what the cost…

Savage: A Rough Romance (Alpha Brotherhood Book 1)

Author: Sara Fields

I thought no alpha could tame me. I was wrong.

Many men have tried to master me, but never one like Aric. He is not just an alpha, he is a fearsome beast, and he means to take for himself what warriors and

kings could not conquer.

I thought I could fight him, but his mere presence forced overwhelming, unimaginable need upon me and now it is too late. I'm about to go into heat, and what

comes next will be truly shameful.

He's going to ravage me, ruthlessly laying claim to every single inch of me, and it's going to hurt. But no matter how desperately I plead as he wrenches one

screaming climax after another from my helplessly willing body, he will not stop until I'm sore, spent, and marked as his.

It will be nothing short of savage.

Publisher's Note: Savage is a stand-alone novel which is the first entry in the Alpha Brotherhood series. It includes spankings, rough sexual scenes, intense and

humiliating punishments, and strong D/s themes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Alpha (Alpha Ties)

Author: Nora Ash

I’m his mate. That makes me his weakness.

A girl going into heat in the middle of a press conference, surrounded by Alpha politicians who didn’t plan to show the world their true, volatile nature? Causes a

bit of mayhem.

Being the girl whose first heat made every mayoral candidate go into a rut on national television…?

I thought the utter humiliation sucked—that losing my job for something out of my control was as awful as it got.

I was wrong.

He came from the shadows. Told me I belong to him. And then… Then he showed me exactly what that means.

But powerful as my Alpha suitor is, his ruthless possessiveness might be the ruin of us both.

I am not a trinket. I am not a thing to own. And I will never surrender.

Alpha is the first book in Nora Ash’s suspense-filled Omegaverse series, Alpha Ties. Each book is a full-length novel with a complete romance

storyline.

This series gets dark, and it gets dirty. If you don’t enjoy your romance scorching and your alphas rough & dominant, give this book a pass.

Please note: This book is the compiled version of Nora's previously published Omegaverse serial, Alpha. It contains the installments Alpha: Taken,

Alpha: Masquerade, & Alpha: Mated.



Prepper's Collapse: Prepper Post-Apocalyptic Survival Fiction (Prepper's Apocalypse Book 2)

Author: AJ Newman

Prepper's Collapse - Book 2 in the Prepper’s Apocalypse series.

Prepper Post-Apocalyptic Survival Fiction

EMP blasts started the apocalypse during Tom and his family's return flight home from vacation. Surviving the crash only caused them to confront the chaos of

the apocalypse head-on. Even though they had survivor skills, and their ranch was set up to help them survive an apocalypse, the real apocalypse hits them hard.

Tom has to break his grandfather’s rule about never bringing outsiders into their family survival group to help them meet the unforeseen challenges life throws at

them. He quickly adapts with the help of the additional survivors to increase the group’s chance of surviving the end of the world, as he knew it.

Miners of Djaromir: Toren

Author: Leora Gonzales

She’s ready to give up…

Jessie is a romanceaholic—errr, scratch that—she was a romanceaholic. Fast forward almost two months and the hearts that were shining bright in her eyes

when she first landed on Djaromir, have long since dimmed. Rejection is never easy but when it’s multiplied by a few hundred, it’s downright awful.

She’s more than ready pack up her dinged and dented self-confidence, catch a ship back home, and try to rebuild the life she’d naively walked away from. All she

must do, is meet one last batch of miners while trying not to get her hopes up. A quick sniff to see if one of the hot miners trigger a whiff of the telltale mating

pheromones and she’ll have an answer on whether or not she’s headed back to Missouri.

What could possibly go wrong?

He doesn’t understand the fuss…

Toren is content with his life in Gunninng. He treks under his Warlord’s command, leads hunts with his brethren to gather food, and labors long cycles in solitude

on their mining planet with nothing but his pickaxe for company.

The way he sees it, there is no place in his life for a female much less a soft, weak, human one. It’s one of the reasons why he spends as much time as possible

working the mines instead of inside the tunnel city. As far as he’s concerned, it’s the perfect way to avoid the complications a human mate—until his Warlord calls

him back to Gunninng and he gets a glimpse of what could only be described as pure temptation.

Too bad she’s not for him, right?

Playing with Fyre (Alien Dragon Shifter Series Book 3)

Author: Cara Bristol

A forbidden love forged by fyre…

Former Secret Service agent Henry Winslow comes to planet Draco to help a friend. He intends to return to Earth, but something about the mysterious woman in

bridal white grabs him and won’t let him go. It’s a crazy, futile infatuation. She’s an alien dragoness, a priestess, and possibly literally divine. To pursue her would

be playing with fyre…

After a devastating loss, dragon-shifter O’ne seeks vengeance at the temple of the Eternal Fyre. Unexpectedly, she is exalted to priestess and bonded to the

sacred flame, transforming her life to one of duty and devotion. Then Henry arrives, and the mostly human man awakens her secret yearnings. To have anything

to do with him would be playing with fyre…

Surrendering to temptation and passion, Henry and O’ne are about to discover when they play with fyre they might get burned.

* * * *

Don’t miss the fiery conclusion to the Alien Dragon Shifter series. Playing with Fyre can be read as a standalone, but the series is best read in order: Under Fyre,

Line of Fyre, and Playing with Fyre.

Hunted: A SciFi Alien Romance (The Legion: Savage Lands Sector)

Author: Eva Priest



SOLANA

Doing the work I love in an exotic jungle locale should have been the highlight of my career. But being the only woman in a good ole boy’s club is more stressful

than I anticipated. So, when I dream of the sexiest lover ever, I figure I earned it.

But the morning brings its own set of complications when I discover my team is missing, and I’m being smuggled off planet. 

CADE

My latest op from Legion command has me traveling to the trash pile of the galaxy to run down a petty thief. Reaper units usually find the unfindable—no matter

who or what we need to look for. On this mission? I end up finding the impossible: my fate-mate. Worse, I find her being stolen by the smuggler I’ve been hunting.

The universe only reveals our fate-mates once in a Rodinian’s lifetime, if that, and I’m not about to let a lowlife smuggler take what’s mine.

Hunted is a stand-alone sci-fi romance and the first book set in The Legion: Savage Lands Sector universe. This series is full of fated mates, instalove,

happily-ever-afters, overprotective males, and the headstrong females that love them.

Son for the Alien Dictator: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Possessive Aliens Treasure Curvy Girls, Book 1)

Author: Skye Castel

My new boss is the most feared man on the planet. Great.

Insanely powerful and ridiculously rich, President Vahadr Tzelik II is a man used to getting what he wants. Once he sets his eyes on me and demands I work for

him, I literally can't refuse…

He is a merciless Dictator. He can ruin my life with a single flick of his black-clawed fingers. I should be horrified, but instead I'm gazing at his strong, muscled

shoulders and intense blue eyes. And the heated looks he gives me send shivers down my spine.

I should never have agreed to go near Vahadr’s son, a cute 4-year-old with one hell of a bad attitude. And when I find out the truth about the boy's surrogacy?

Let's just say I'm afraid to tell my boss.

And that secret might just be the biggest mistake of my life.

If you like stories about possessive aliens, feisty heroines, and cute alien babies with unexpected twists and complex enemies to lovers dynamics,

you'll adore this sci-fi alien romance novel with a HEA! Each book in the series is a standalone with no cliffhanger and a guaranteed happily ever after

for the couple.

Fever Fae: a shifter Fae fantasy romance (Dark Fae Kings Book 1)

Author: Meg Xuemei X

Yes, to the hottest, baddest Fae Kings. No, to being their bitch. 

 

When my parents mysteriously disappear, leaving me to raise my six crazy, younger siblings, my dreams for college are dashed. 

 

It gets worse when someone sends a slew of monster assassins after me. Their untimely arrival is followed by three devastatingly hot Fae who stalk me.



 

Baron, the pompous and dominating Summer King, thinks I'm a dark Fae and wants my head. Then he changes his mind and declares me his fated mate.

Hells-a-no. Especially now that he wants me to prove my worth. Really? 

 

Then there's Rowan, the possessive and cruel Winter King, who offers to protect me from the assassins, but only if I accept his obnoxious courtship requests. 

 

And finally, there's Night King Rydstrom, a dangerous and mysterious Fae with an ass that doesn't quit, who thinks he has every right to play me like a fiddle. 

 

Too bad for them, I'm not the docile type they're used to commanding. I might want them, but I have no intention of joining the trail of broken hearts and bodies in

their wake. 

 

For I hold a deep, dark secret. Their arrival has woken in me the very forbidden magic they've been hunting, and I, Evelina, am going to have a wicked good time

teaching these Fae kings a lesson.

Barbarian's Bride: A SciFi Alien Romance (Ice Planet Barbarians Book 22)

Author: Ruby Dixon

Nora says she’s happy.

Dagesh isn’t so sure. He loves his pretty human mate and wants nothing more than to bring a smile to her face…so she’ll go running into his arms. When he asks

the tribe what she’s missing, someone suggests a wedding.

All right, then. He’ll throw the best barbarian wedding ever.

So how does Nora tell her determined, thoughtful mate that what she wanted wasn’t a wedding…but something a little different in bed?

Dark Haven Illusion (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 47)

Author: I. T. Lucas

Welcome to Safe Haven, where not everything is what it seems.

On a quest to process personal pain, Anastasia joins the Safe Haven Spiritual Retreat.

Through meditation, self-reflection, and hard work, she hopes to shed the shackles of society, free herself of her father’s crippling expectations, and most

importantly, make peace with the voices in her head.

This is where she belongs.

Except, membership comes with a hefty price, doubts are sacrilege, and leaving is not as easy as walking out the front gate.

Is living in utopia worth the sacrifice?

Anastasia believes so until a new acolyte changes her mind not only about Safe Haven but also about herself and the world she lives in.

Apparently, the gods of old were not a myth, their immortal descendants share the planet with humans, and she might be a carrier of their genes.

"I always want to rate this series higher. Each time I read the next book, I think the next one can't get better. But it does. This is by far one of my favorite series

ever. If you haven't read it you definitely need to. "

"Fantastic series. I have read this series 4 or 5 Times. The characters become friends and family. IT Lucas pulls you into the books and you never want to leave.

Highly recommended characters."

Playing Their Parts: Kindred Tales 31

Author: Evangeline Anderson

Two detectives, hot on the heels of a killer...

Undercover as adult actors on the wild planet of Bachanalius

Will Stone and Cassie find passion while...



PLAYING THEIR PARTS?

Cassandra Steel and Commander Stone are a unique pair. Together, they comprise the first human/Kindred detective team on the Tampa PD. Their caseload is

pretty normal until a heinous new crime is committed--a woman is murdered and it appears that the culprit is a Kindred.

Knowing that a Kindred warrior would never hurt a female, Cassie and Stone start following the trail of the murderer. But it leads them all the way to Bachanalius,

a planet devoted entirely to the production of all kinds of alien adult entertainment.

Undercover as "actors," can Cassie and Stone keep their partnership intact? Will making naughty vids together bring them closer together...or drive them apart

entirely? And what about the murderer they are stalking? Will they catch him before he kills again?

You'll have to read Playing Their Parts to find out.

The Breeding Experiment (Veslor Mates Book 3)

Author: Laurann Dohner

Darla Mitts has been secretly protecting her younger sister, Becky, for years. She’ll do anything to continue, even if it means leaving their family to work on a

United Earth fleet ship. She thinks they’ll be safe. She’s quickly proven wrong when the sisters’ transport shuttle is seized by aliens instead. Aliens who want to

force an experimental breeding between humans and the muscular Veslor who was also captured.

Gnaw has no intention of touching the human female from the shuttle, no matter how attractive he finds her. But Darla is determined to keep her sister safe by

any means necessary, and refuses to take no for an answer. Captured and threatened by the Elth, they agree to work together as a team.

What they didn’t expect was starting to feel things for each other.

Decadence (Darkstar Mercenaries Book 4)

Author: Anna Carven

The retrieval mission was supposed to be simple. Get in, get the human females, kill the slavers, and get out. As a former High Commander of the Kordolian

Imperial Military, Ikriss Peturic has seen--and done--much worse.

But one female in particular has been treated a lot more badly than all the others.

As he took her away from her tormentors, carrying her in his arms, she hovered between life and death.

Now she is safe. He should be able to forget about her. A new threat has appeared, and he has work to do.

So why is he so angry and restless all of a sudden?

Why can't he focus?

Why do the bases of his horn-buds throb?

What is this cursed madness?

Decadence is Book 4 in the Darkstar Mercenaries series. It's a full-length novel (110 000 words) featuring a lethal silver-skinned alien hero, a human heroine, and

the usual action, violence, steamy sex scenes, and HFN ("happy for now") ending. It will probably make more sense if you've read the previous books first,

especially Sanctuary.

Draekon Warlord: A SciFi Dragon Shifter Romance (Rebel Force Book 4)

Author: Lili Zander

Top 3 Reasons I should stay away from Danek:

 

1. He’s on a super-secret, important mission for the Rebellion. He’ll be undercover on a hostile planet, surrounded by people that want to kill him. 

2. He’s gorgeous. Entirely unattainable. Way, way out of my league.



3. I’m forty, but I’m supposed to pose as his fake fiancée. 

4. And he’s a really, really good actor, because when he kisses me, it feels real. When he wraps his arms around me, I want to stay in his embrace forever.

(Okay, fine, that’s four reasons.) 

 

This mission hasn’t even started, and it’s already a disaster. 

 

Top 3 Reasons I should stay away from Naomi:

1. I’m on a super-secret, important mission for the Rebellion. I’ll be undercover on a hostile planet, and I might not be able to protect her.

2. This isn’t the time for a pretend-relationship. With Naomi as my fake wife. There’s nothing fake about my feelings for her. She’s so beautiful. And strong. And

we can’t keep our hands off each other...

3. This is a bad idea. I know it is.

But the first time we touched, I knew Naomi was my mate. No matter what happens on the mission, I cannot let her go.

Colony On Fire Haven Colony Book Two: (The Sectors SF Romance Series)

Author: Veronica Scott

When she came to Haven Two Dr. Saffia Mandell expected to grimly do her five years of medical service as the colony’s only doctor, work off her medical school

debt and leave. Then she’d fallen in love, handled an epidemic and become an accepted member of the community. Now, in her second year, she faces new

challenges as the tinder dry planet heads into a fire season and a mysterious food allergy threatens the local restaurant’s reputation.

Chief Ranger Micah Navonn of the Calinurra never expected to fall in love with a human woman but Saffia was a special person who captured his heart and now

means everything to him. Not all of his people are as enthusiastic about the situation and his efforts to handle the politics are getting complicated. Add to that an

infestation by insects from another world, causing portions of the forest to die off and his plate is full.

When the jet stream shifts course and the fires rage, will the colonists and the Calinurra set aside their differences? With Saffia’s life hanging in the balance, can

Micah arrive in time to save her and the colonists in jeopardy?

Life on Haven Two never lets up…

This is the sequel to COLONY UNDER SIEGE: INTERSTELLAR VIRUS, which told the story of Saffia’s first year at the colony, but can be read as a standalone.

The story is set in my Sectors scifi universe.

Dark Ambitions: A Class 5 Novella (Class 5 Series)

Author: Michelle Diener

It's been months since Rose McKenzie was taken far from Earth. She's trying to make a place for herself amongst the Grih, with help from her Grihan lover,

Captain Dav Jallan, and the dangerous and loyal Sazo, a powerful artificial intelligence who's integrated with an infamous Class 5 battleship.

When Rose gets the chance to join an exploration team going down to collect information from a planet in Grihan airspace, she jumps at the opportunity to stretch

her legs and breath some real air.

But someone is already on the planet—the Krik—and they don't want anyone to know what they're up to. The Krik are the chaos agents of the United Council,

often riding the edge of the law or over it. They ambush the exploration team and take them prisoner, but they don't realize they didn't get everyone. They didn't

get Rose.

With Dav, and his spaceship the Barrist, lured away by a distress signal, Rose and Sazo, along with a furry friend Rose has made, are the exploration team's only

hope at rescue. And Rose never leaves a friend behind.

NOTE: DARK AMBITIONS was first published in the Pets in Space 5 Anthology on Oct 6th 2020.

Acquainted With the Night

Author: Lesli Richardson

I hated the military…and now I’m an alien’s pet!

I hated the Terran military. I didn’t volunteer, either. Like so many others, I was drafted as cannon fodder in the senseless Terran war against the Algonquans. Not

like I had much of a future ahead of me, though, without a rich family to pave my way or even pay for me to have a wife.



Now, my entire ship’s been captured. If what we’ve been told about the alien race is true, I’ll never be seen again. I hope they don’t eat me.

Turns out the truth is far different than we were led to believe. The Algonquans aren’t vicious, insectoid monsters, either.

We’re now their pampered pets…and they’re using us to help replenish their population to win the war.

You know, maybe this isn’t the worst life after all.

This standalone MMMM, sci-fi romance features humans as aliens' pets (and more), m-preg, a touch of power exchange, and…interesting alien tech.

This book was previously published under my Tymber Dalton pen name. It has been revised and expanded for re-release.

Blood Fae: a shifter demon paranormal romance (Dark Fae Kings Book 4)

Author: Meg Xuemei X

I'd dance on a razor's edge for my mates, but the Fae kings are no longer mine.

They belong to the usurper queen, bound by her black magic. Rydstrom and Baron have forgotten what I once meant to them. The Winter King, however,

remembers me, but he's embraced the dark side.

The world isn't big enough for all of us—it's either me or the kings.

So, I'll lure them to Hell's inferno to finish what they started in the Wild Hunt—to hunt down their mate to the bitter end.

Blood Fae is the final installment in the Dark Fae Kings series, a reverse harem fantasy romance starring three powerful Fae kings and a tough heroine. For fans

of Karen Marie Moning, Sarah J. Maas, and Laura Thalassa.

Her Alien Savior (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 2)

Author: Presley Hall

We don’t trust each other. We don’t even like each other. So why does he keep saving my life?

I’m not supposed to be here.

Not on this planet. Not in this galaxy. And especially not surrounded by massive alien warriors.

The other women all believe we’re safe with them, but I don’t. Maybe it’s because I’ve already seen how awful humans can be, and I have no reason to think

aliens will be any different.

At least the one named Jaro seems to agree with me that combining our forces is a bad idea. He looks at me with the same suspicion I have for him.

But as our group makes the dangerous trek to the Voxerans’ encampment, one wrong move separates me from the others—and to my shock, it’s Jaro who

comes after me.

Now we’re stranded together, forced to rely on each other to survive. If we can’t learn to trust each other, there’s a good chance we’ll die out here.

And if we do learn to trust each other?

Well, maybe we’ll get more than we bargained for...

Her Alien Savior is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a gutsy heroine, and a gruff, protective hero.

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Voxeran Fated Mates series:

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth)

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen)

Book 4: TBA

Book 5: TBA



Grumpy Alien Boss: A SciFi Romance

Author: Celeste King

Kral may be the galaxy's fiercest alien warrior. But there's one thing he's never gone up against.

A Strong. Human. Woman.

You think your boss is bad?

Try working for an alien.

He's a gorgeous macho jerk that thinks Earth women are just cheap labor and baby makers!

Now I work for a hot warrior alien who doesn't believe in paying fair wages.

It doesn't matter if he makes my pulse race

A girl's got bills to pay.

So what's a human woman to do?

Simple. Organize a strike.

Now it's me against the grumpy alien boss.

We're going head-to-head.

There's just one problem.

Our "negotiations" always end up with his hands all over me.

If only I didn't beg him to put them there.

I can't be caught on my knees...

Not when I'm supposed to be bringing him to his!

We have to figure out a compromise.

He has to learn to be a good boss.

And that employees need a fair wage to live

Kral might seem like the boss from hell.

But all I want is for him to take me to Heaven.

So the next negotiation is how quickly we can make ourselves a baby.

Draekon Desire: A Sci-Fi Dragon Shifter Menage Romance Boxed Set: Exiled to the Prison Planet: The

Complete 7 Novel Collection

Author: Lili Zander

We are Draekons. Dangerous, fire-breathing dragon shifters.

For the safety of the galaxy, we’ve been exiled to a prison planet.

Then a spaceship carrying human women crashes into our lives.

The instant we lay eyes on them, we know.

They are our mates.

Ours to protect.

Ours to cherish.

Ours. Forever.

 

 

EXILED TO THE PRISON PLANET - THE COMPLETE COLLECTION: 

1000 + pages of exciting, heart-pounding, panty-melting alien dragon shifter menage romance. 

Seven snarky heroines. Fourteen smoking hot Draekons. The adventure of a lifetime. 

No cheating. No cliffhangers. HEA guaranteed! 

 

SEVEN COMPLETE NOVELS. TWO BONUS NOVELLAS. 

Includes:



Draekon Mate 

Draekon Fire 

Draekon Heart 

Draekon Abduction 

Draekon Destiny 

Daughter of Draekons 

Draekon Fever 

Draekon Rogue 

Draekon Holiday

The Beast King: A Dark Alien Romance (Royal Aliens)

Author: Loki Renard

He's a beast of a king.

She's a shy wallflower.

When Elizabeth is caught sneaking around his royal vessel, King Konan decides she is a spy, and must be broken.

His conquest will be carnal, and absolutely complete.

He will leave no part of his prisoner untouched.

No imagined sin unpaid for.

He will not be kind.

He will not be gentle.

And he will not fall in love.

(Unless he can't help it.)

Her Reverse Genus: The Complete Series

Author: Adell Ryan

Adult Divergent fans will love this smart, near-future speculative, thrill-packed romance!

My name is Thessaly, and at 22, I still don't know what I want to be when I grow up. Living with my parents, going to college, and hanging out with friends is pretty

much the extent of my mediocre life. The biggest drama I have going on with me is fighting a growing attraction toward my best friend Bram. Oh and avoiding

needles--specifically ones that draw my blood. 

See, on January 27, 2044, the DNA Networking Act was set into action. This new law provides those in authority to gather genetic information from citizens in an

effort to achieve nationwide resistance to diseases and other weaknesses. Sounds promising, right? 

Maybe. But to me, it infringes on a person's freedom. The act prohibits citizens from declining to undergo genetic testing when summoned, and the deadline for

everyone to voluntarily submit a DNA sample is fast approaching. I'm avoiding the process as long as possible. 

Until one night the unthinkable happens: I'm ruthlessly abducted. Bleeding is no longer voluntary... it's a requirement. And as it turns out, the four guys who

captured me aren't anything like I expected.

***

Her Reverse Genus is a soft Sci-Fi Reverse Harem Romance with a speculative spin on fated mates and a corrupt government hellbent on keeping

them separated. This set contains all five books in the series—Perfect, Broken, Resistant, Expendable, and Preserved. Note: In 2044, while the world

isn’t terribly different, human rights are. Our heroines and heroes in Her Reverse Genus find themselves thrust into one unfortunate event after another where

they’re forced to explore varying degrees of highly triggering topics that some readers may find difficult to read. These incidents are not added to the story for

shock value or to cause contention; rather, they’ve been included to progress the story in a way that is realistic and congruent with the concept of the overall story

arc.

Her Alien Beast: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 3)

Author: Presley Hall

Axen fights like a beast. He terrifies me a little. But maybe he’s exactly what I need.



As a doctor, I’m used to thinking logically and staying calm even in intense circumstances, so I thought I was adjusting pretty well to life on Nuthora.

Then the universe threw another curveball at me.

Not only am I stuck on a prison planet with a bunch of blue-skinned aliens… but I’m pregnant.

When the mate bond flares between Axen and me, it’s more than I can handle. I want to get off this crazy ride and go back to a planet where things made sense,

where my heart wasn’t fighting with my head, and where most of the wildlife didn’t want to kill me.

But there’s no going back.

This is the path fate has carved out for me, and despite my fears about the bond, Axen is determined to prove he’ll be a good mate.

Can this brutal alien warrior truly be my perfect match?

Her Alien Beast is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine whose life is turned upside down, and a growly,

protective hero.

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cheating, no cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed!

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order.

Voxeran Fated Mates series:

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth)

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro)

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen)

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri)

Book 5: TBA

Her Alien Prince: A Sci-Fi Alien Romance (Voxeran Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Presley Hall

I was sent to make contact with aliens… I never expected one to claim me as his mate.

When I get the chance to be part of a first-contact mission to space, I jump at it. I need a break from my life back on Earth. From the lie of my marriage. From the 

heartbreak of betrayal. 

 

But after we crash on a planet far from our planned destination, everything changes. Stranded in an unforgiving wilderness, I suddenly find myself hoping 

extraterrestrial life doesn’t exist. 

 

No such luck. 

 

As I search for a way to rejoin the other survivors, I fall—literally—into the lap of a massive alien warrior with metallic blue skin and cat-like eyes. He’s… 

gorgeous. Mesmerizing. I can’t stop staring at him, and he seems just as fascinated by me. 

 

Actually, he seems more than fascinated. The way he looks at me is possessive and protective, and even though I can’t understand his words, his voice sends 

shivers down my spine. 

 

I don’t understand what’s happening between us, but I do know one thing: he’s the best shot I have at finding a way back home. 

 

The only problem is, I’m not so sure anymore that I want to leave. 

 

 

Her Alien Prince is a full-length standalone sci-fi romance featuring blue-skinned alien warriors, a heroine who learns what love truly is, and a rebel prince who 

would move the stars for his fated mate. 

 

If you like sexy aliens, steamy romance, and thrilling adventure, you’ll love this series. No cliffhanger, and a happily ever after guaranteed! 

 

Note: each book in the series can be read as a standalone, but for maximum enjoyment, it’s recommended that the series be read in order. 

 

Voxeran Fated Mates series: 

Book 1: Her Alien Prince (Charlotte and Droth) 

Book 2: Her Alien Savior (Sadie and Jaro) 

Book 3: Her Alien Beast (Elizabeth and Axen) 

Book 4: Her Alien Warrior (Gemma and Kzuri)



Book 5: Her Alien Rogue (Raina and Kaide) 

Book 6: TBA

Zaxe's Rule (Assassins of Gravas Book 4)

Author: N.J. Walters

A professional assassin, Zaxe’s job is to kill his target—Helldrick—and get out. This final mission will repay his debt to the king of Gravas and allow him to finally

claim his freedom. The job should be simple, but then he crosses paths with Jamaeh Jerman, the daughter of his target.

Being a mixed-race bastard, Jamaeh’s life has never been easy, but she’s carved out a living as a trader. Her entire life, she’s protected her brother. Now he’s

missing and Helldrick is to blame. Her goal is to find her brother and bring him home.

She and Zaxe join forces, each with their own agenda. Danger and secrets from the past threaten to come between them, while their sizzling attraction further

complicates the situation. Will mistrust drive them apart or will love save them both?

Rebel Mate (Interstellar Brides® Program Book 20)

Author: Grace Goodwin

A rebel alien roaming the far reaches of the galaxy. An Interstellar Bride on the run for her life. When her life crash lands into his on a remote planet,

they'll need each other to survive.

The Interstellar Brides Program guarantees it can match any female on Earth, even a cynical, street-wise, and very jaded Zara, who just wants to start over. But

when she arrives on her new home planet... she gets more than promised:

Murder? Check.

Smugglers? Check.

A sexy as hell pirate who demands she follow his orders? Um, what?

Zara didn't volunteer for this mess, but she's a fighter. A survivor. She'll work with a sexy—did I say bossy?—rebel to bring down the bad guys and take on a

Rogue 5 legion in order to obtain what she wants, a white picket fence kind of life in outer space... if she can live long enough to get it.

Alien Knight Teddy Bear Troubles (Lumerian Knights Book 4)

Author: Becca Brayden

On a dangerous mission to rescue a young royal from a prison cell on an alien warship, Lumerian Knight Taeger Norasair never expects to find a beautiful

human woman among the prisoners. Even more puzzling is her refusal to leave. Unwilling to leave Cassie behind, he throws her over his shoulder and makes a

dash for freedom.

He is an ancient. Nearly immortal. Sparks fly and passions rage. Her touch calls to him as no other, healing his wounded soul. She may deny it, but he knows one

intense night together will never be enough. He will do whatever it takes to convince the stubborn woman she wants to be claimed. Forever.

Savage. Alien. Beast. How dare the huge alien warrior scoop her up like a damsel in distress? Cassie has a mission to complete, and she intends to see it

through no matter how much she longs to surrender to the sizzling hot alpha male. Well, maybe just once. She is human, after all. But that is it!!

Read now!

Fractured Chances (Shattered Stars Book 6)

Author: Viola Grace

Life as a caretaker was her fate. Crashing on an alien world and being given an ultimatum gave her something she didn’t expect, a lover who had her back. She 

takes a chance and is swept away. 

 



Nan has spent her life making a place for herself by taking care of those around her. Holding onto the controls of a falling shuttle with the unconscious pilot next to

her, she began to regret some of her impulses. 

After the asteroid, she had gathered up close to two dozen kids who had been touring the same national park that she had, and she had tried to bring them home.

When their city was found to be a collapsed crater filled with water, she has to take them on the road and try to keep them alive until she can find a settlement to

take them. 

Eventually, the call came out for the evacuation under the contract circumstances. The kids were exempt from the contract, and as caretaker, so was Nan. That

exemption holds until they are on their way to the world Abix. There is a meteor shower, a wounded pilot, and Nan manages to take the controls, leaving a scar

on the landscape in a restricted area. She feels bad, but when the overseer of Abix comes in through the shuttle front screen and gives her an ultimatum, she

feels nervous and a weird tension. If they make it out of the restricted area in time, everything will just resume the normal plan. 

There is one thing about the overseer. When he sets a timeline, he cheats. She has no chance. 

Plundered: A Sc-Fi Alien Warrior Romance (Raider Warlords of the Vandar Book 2)

Author: Tana Stone

My sister gave herself to the raider warlord to save me. Now I’m hunting him down and getting her back.

I’ve never forgiven myself for letting that brute drag her off my ship, and I’ve done nothing but search for his horde of warships since he let my ship go free.

Everyone knows the Vandar raiders are cruel and merciless, so when my ship is attacked by another of the alien race’s warlords, I expect to be blown out of the

sky. Instead, he takes me as his captive.

I may be the warlord’s prize, but no way will I submit to his demands. Even if his hard body and fiery eyes ignite a desire in me like nothing have before.

Despite my captivity, I’m still determined to find my sister. This Vandar warrior might not have her, but he knows who does. If I can give him what he wants,

maybe he’ll help me find her. But can I risk letting him control more than my body? Can I risk him plundering my heart?

Plundered is a full-length sci-fi romance novel with a HEA and no cheating. It features steamy scenes on a raider warship, heart-pounding space battles, and

some serious enemies-to-lovers heat.

If you like dominant and dangerous alien warriors, alien abduction to seduction romance, and hot scenes with a happily ever after, you’ll love Plundered, the

second book in Tana Stone’s sci-fi romance Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Each book can be read as a standalone.
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